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SECTION I - INTRODUCTION
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In her 2015 State of the Town Address, Town of Mount Pleasant Mayor Linda Page announced
the appointment of a new task force on attainable/affordable housing (Appendix A). The task
force was charged with making recommendations to Town Council for ways in which affordable
housing could be made available in our Community. This was done in an effort to promote
diversity, prevent gentrification, and ensure a more sustainable future for our Town. Following
their appointment, the 13-member Housing Task Force Committee first met on March 21, 2016,
and continued to meet monthly through to December of 2016. Early in the process, the
Committee identified several overarching study areas and decided the best course of action was
to form subcommittees to study each in more detail. The four subcommittees were:
1. Regulatory Subcommittee
2. Financial Subcommittee
3. Housing Needs Subcommittee
4. Stakeholder Subcommittee
The Committee as a whole utilized a variety of resources as the process evolved. This included
examining employment, income, commuting patterns and housing data for the area (Appendix
B), and reaching out to various stakeholders, residents, and business owners. Additionally, a
considerable amount of time was spent reviewing current ordinances and policies related to
housing, and how the Town of Mount Pleasant Comprehensive Plan addresses affordable
housing. Further, the Committee created and distributed a survey (Appendix C) to gather public
input.
As a result of this process, the Housing Task Force Committee has developed a plan for the Mayor
and Town Council’s consideration that includes the goals, strategies and final recommendations
for effectively addressing the feasibility of making affordable housing available for current and
future residents of the Town of Mount Pleasant.
DEFINING AFFORDABILITY
The Committee adopted the U.S. Department of Housing & Urban Development’s (HUD)
definition of “affordable housing”, which is generally defined as decent, quality housing that costs
no more than 30% of a household’s gross monthly income, including rent/mortgage payment and
utilities. When the monthly carrying costs of a home exceed 30% of household income, then the
housing is considered unaffordable for that household.
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HUD establishes Median Family Incomes (MFI) and Fair Market Rents (FMR) on an annual basis.
They recently released their FY2016 limits, which are based on the U.S. Census Bureau's 20092013 ACS (American Community Survey) Median Family Income estimates. For FY2016, HUD
found the MFI for the Charleston-North Charleston-Summerville Metropolitan Statistical Area,
which includes Mount Pleasant, to be $68,200. This figure is based on a family of four.
The US Census Bureau defines “household” as consisting of all people who occupy a housing unit,
regardless of relationship. According to the 2014 Population (ACS, 5-Year Estimates), the Town
of Mount Pleasant Median Household Income was $76,202.
The FY2016 FMR (which includes a utility allowance for electricity, gas, water and sewer) were
increased by 25% to reflect the 2012 Real Data Apartment Market Research Report which found
that Mount Pleasant median rent was approximately 25% higher than HUD FMR for the entire
MSA. This increase is in keeping with HUD’s practice of setting FMR at the 40th percentile of rents
for a particular area. Accordingly, the 2016 Maximum Rental Rate for a 2 bedroom rental was
$1,159. This amount is very similar to HUD rents at 80% of Area Median Income (AMI).
DEMOGRAPHICS, ISSUES, AND TRENDS
To develop the framework for this Plan, the Committee had to first answer the question “Is there
an “affordability’ issue in Mount Pleasant, and do we need more opportunities for affordable
housing in the Town?” This required reviewing the aforementioned variety of resources and data,
which is illustrated in Appendix B and summarized in the following paragraphs.
The Town of Mount Pleasant population increased approximately 66% between 2000 and 2015,
to nearly 79,000. During that same time period, the number of dwelling units increased by more
than 75%, for a total of 35,450 dwelling units. As of September 2016, the Town’s population was
surpassing 80,000 and its dwelling units well over 36,000. As overall growth is likely to continue,
the over-65 population is expected to triple in the next twenty years, emphasizing the importance
of meeting the needs of our growing senior population.
According to a 2014 Work Area Profile published by US Census Bureau, there were 27,965 jobs in
the Town of Mount Pleasant. Nearly 35% of those jobs were in Retail Trade/Accommodation &
Food Services, followed by 17.3% in Health Care/Social Assistance. Workers in over 70% of total
jobs earned $3,333 per month or less, and 33.3% earned $1,250 per month or less. According to
Commuting Patterns also released by the US Census Bureau, only 28% of those who work in
Mount Pleasant live here, followed by 24% who live in Charleston/North Charleston.
According to the 2014 Population (ACS, 5-Year Estimates), the Town’s Median Housing Value was
$351,500, while Median Gross Rent was $1,257. Given this in relation to the Work Area Profile
published during the same time period, more than 30% of workers in Mount Pleasant could not
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afford to live here. Additionally, those earning between $1,251 and $3,333 per month (37.5%)
would be cost-burdened, with nearly 38% of their household income going to rent or mortgage.
The following Income and Affordability charts were reviewed by the Committee as a tool for
illustrating the issue of affordable housing and the difference between median housing price and
income. Some of the largest employers in the Town include the Town of Mount Pleasant and
Charleston County School District. Some of their essential service workers include police,
firefighters, and teachers whose starting salaries are listed below.

Income and Affordability
Mount Pleasant Median HH Income - $76,202

Starting Salaries

$ Per Year

Police Officer

$38,168

Firefighter

$31,634

Teacher

$34,656

Area Median
Income

Income Amount

Affordable Home

Affordable Rent

70 %

$53,341

$191,578

$1,111

80 %

$60,962

$217,658

$1,270

90 %

$68,581

$243,765

$1,429

100 %

$76,202

$270,086

$1,588

110 %

$83,822

$296,283

$1,746

120 %

$91,442

$322,515

$1,905

130 %

$99,063

$348,560

$2,064

As illustrated above, the starting salary of an essential services worker is well below the 70% of
median income. A teacher’s starting salary is at 45% of what is considered the median income
for the Town.
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According to the Charleston Trident Association of Realtors, the median sales price for a home in
Mount Pleasant was approximately $375,000 in 2014 and $401,000 in 2015, a nearly 7% increase
in the sales price in one year’s time. Additionally, the average cost to rent a 2-bedroom apartment
in 2016 was approximately $1,400 per month. Considering the cost of housing, it is evident that
many who hold jobs in essential services cannot find affordable housing in Mount Pleasant. For
a growing number of workers this means being unable to afford to live in the same community
where they work. Instead, they must commute long distances to their place of
employment exacerbating traffic congestion.
In addition to census data, the Committee was able to gather input from citizens and business
owners in the Town with a survey distributed through Survey Monkey. The survey questions were
a consensus of the Committee and were distributed both by Committee Members to the various
Homeowners Associations and places of business, and also made available on the Town website
(Appendix D).
There were two types of surveys distributed, one was geared towards residents of the Town and
the other was for business owners. A total of 808 surveys were completed by residents and 27
were completed by people who own a business in Mount Pleasant.
As illustrated in the chart below, nearly 50% of the residential respondents were 46 years of age
or older. The largest age group to respond was between 46-65 years of age.
The chart on the following page
illustrates
the
breakdown
of
occupation by respondents. More
than 50% of residential survey
respondents were in the Education,
Training and Library Occupations,
followed by Management Occupations
(7.2%) and Office and Administrative
Support Occupations (6.1%).
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Approximately 72% of resident respondents work in Mount Pleasant. More than 66% were
married, indicating that the majority of respondents may be or have the potential to be of dualincome households. Of those who responded as married, 70.4% stated they had children with
the majority stating their children were
16 years of age or older.
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The estimated combined household income of over 43% of the respondents was at or below what
would be considered ($76,202 area median household income) affordable in the Town. Of those
whose incomes are below the affordable yearly income, 51% were below $50,000 per year.

In response to the survey question regarding affordability in the Town, a pattern of confusion
emerged from the responses. Many respondents focused on the provision of affordable housing
as it relates to the existing HUD Section 8 Program, as well as its perceived relation to crime and
danger to the community. When asked the question of what sales price would be considered
affordable to the respondent, approximately 60% stated under $300,000. As previously
mentioned, the median sales price in 2015 was $401,000. Additionally, when asked what monthly
rent would be considered affordable, more than 85% states $1,500 or less. Nearly 65% of the
business survey respondents stated that finding affordable housing was a problem for them or
their employees.
Respondents were rather positive about the role that the Town should have in shaping the future
of available affordable housing. Based on survey results, 72.9% believe the Town of Mount
Pleasant should play an active and ongoing role in addressing the need for affordable housing.
Additionally, approximately 66.2% believe the Town should consider requiring developers to
incorporate affordable housing in their overall developments and strengthen and enforce such
requirements.
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Based on the data related to income and cost of housing, and from the input received through
survey data, the Committee found that there is a need for more affordable housing in Mount
Pleasant. The Committee also came to the conclusion that, in contrast to common perception,
the people who are unable to find affordable housing are not limited to those in service industry
or at the bottom of the income ladder; they increasingly include growing numbers of seniors and
middle income families and individuals. This holds true especially within the Town as the price of
housing continues to rise compared to the average income of households. In addition to this, the
redevelopment of historic African American Communities within both the Town and its adjacent
unincorporated areas is creating unaffordable conditions for residents who currently live there.
With this information, the Committee has created the following Framework Plan.
SECTION II - FRAMEWORK PLAN
Throughout this process, the Committee has continually emphasized the importance of
establishing a “Framework Plan” that would be built by stating the purpose and identifying the
goals and strategies, which would then lead to the recommended action plan.

PURPOSE STATEMENT
As the Town of Mount Pleasant experiences continued residential growth, the lack of affordable
housing is increasingly becoming an issue for current and future residents. To acknowledge this
need the Town of Mount Pleasant Comprehensive Plan clearly identifies affordable housing as a
priority and emphasizes its integral connection to both maintaining and attracting an increasingly
diverse population. The Plan does this to preserve the Town’s history and culture, while
promoting and supporting a stable workforce to allow for citizens to raise a family or age in place.
More diverse and affordable housing options provided throughout the Town will not only help to
attract and maintain a diverse population, thereby allowing a more qualified workforce to reside
in the Town; it will also meet the needs of a growing senior population that desires to live in a
community where they can age in place. By providing more diverse and affordable housing
options, people can live where they work thereby helping to alleviate traffic congestion, remain
in their homes and communities as they age, and invest in an asset to improve themselves and
the life they can provide for their families.
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GOALS AND STRATEGIES
The following Goals and Strategies were arrived through a consensus of the Committee; their
purpose is to guide the Town towards a more economically inclusive community. The Strategies
provide the avenue for achieving the goals.
Goal 1:

Educate residents of the Town of Mount Pleasant on the importance and the need
for expanding affordable housing options through the use of a toolkit of ideas and
promote available assistance programs and opportunities.
Strategy 1.1: Illustrate the need for more affordable housing with personal examples in
our community using social media and public service announcements.
Strategy 1.2: Promote assistance to low- and moderate-income homeowners in
overcoming barriers to homeownership through homebuyer training and counseling
services that will help them remain in their home.
Strategy 1.3: Promote assistance programs and resources available to seniors with limited
income and resources to strengthen their ability to age in place and/or age in community.
Strategy 1.4: Promote assistance programs and resources available to attract and retain
recent college graduates and young professionals that wish to live and work in the
community.

Goal 2:

Identify areas for potential development/redevelopment for affordable housing,
giving consideration to access to public transportation and other essential
services, including medical offices, pharmacies and grocery stores.
Strategy 2.1: Support, where appropriate, the new development or redevelopment of
affordable housing in furtherance of the Town’s Comprehensive Plan Future Land
Use Map.
Strategy 2.2: Support employer-assisted housing programs that would help employees to
afford to live in close proximity to their place of employment.

Goal 3:

Provide a greater mix of housing options for current and future residents of Mount
Pleasant, including housing and communities for the increasing aging population.
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Strategy 3.1: Develop and define municipal ordinances that promote a diverse
community by incorporating affordable housing as part of new development and
redevelopments.
Strategy 3.2: Partner with nonprofit and for-profit developers to develop new affordable
housing within the Town.
Strategy 3.3: Explore partnerships and resources for assisting seniors in our
Community to remain in their homes.
Goal 4:

Preserve the history and culture of the Town of Mount Pleasant, including the
historic African American communities.
Strategy 4.1: Maximize opportunities to preserve the current housing stock in these
historic African American communities and to develop new affordable housing
opportunities without displacing people, thereby avoiding gentrification and
displacement of low-income residents.
Strategy 4.2: Promote the importance of preserving the characteristics of those
residential communities within the Nationally-designated Gullah-Geechee Cultural
Heritage Corridor.
Strategy 4.3: Explore partnerships and resources in assisting current homeowners in
these communities to remain in their homes.

Goal 5:

Reduce traffic congestion by enhancing mobility options through expanded
public transportation and bike routes for employment access.
Strategy 5.1: Support employer-assisted housing programs that would help employees to
afford to live in close proximity to their place of employment, thereby promoting a short
and convenient commute.
Strategy 5.2: Partner with CARTA on promoting the expansion of public transit and
express service east of the Cooper River, working specifically with businesses, hospitals,
educational facilities and major retailers.
Strategy 5.3: Partner with the Berkeley Charleston Dorchester Council of Governments
(BCDCOG) on promoting the various programs and resources available, such as Trident
Ride Share and the Walk Bike BCD Plan.
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ACTION PLAN
The following Action Plan builds upon the Goals and Strategies identified above and provide
recommendations to the Town for consideration. While there is no hierarchy to the list, the
Committee does suggest prioritizing certain elements, including public education, the creation of
a 501(c)3, and the creation of a staff position.


In an effort to build a relationship and understanding with the public on the need for of
affordable housing, the Town should implement a Public Education Campaign to further
inform and educate about the need for affordable housing. This should include public
service announcements that contain written and produced video features to be
distributed via social media, print media and television. The Town should take the lead in
this initiative while collaborating with agencies, local civic, religious and business groups.
Possible partners to include are the South Carolina Community Loan Fund, the Humanities
Foundation and similar organizations, with special consideration given to those local
groups that have existing resources.



An Affordable Housing Committee should be appointed to begin meeting in January of
2017. This Committee may consist of three (3) members of the Housing Task Force
Committee and would oversee the implementation of the Town Council’s affordable
housing policies, with input regarding the initial hiring of a staff person/entity. Members
of this Committee may serve two (2) year terms, with two (2) additional members to be
added one (1) year later.



The staff position or outside entity to be hired will be dedicated to overseeing and
following through in the implementation of the efforts and recommendations described
within this report. The staff person will be dedicated to making affordable housing a
priority and must be qualified with a thorough understanding of Community Land Trusts,
federal, state and local affordable housing ordinances and policies, and existing
affordable housing inventory within the Town. Funding for this position will be made part
of the annual budget starting with the 2017/2018 budget cycle. The immediate tasks for
this staff person/entity will include the following:
 Educate citizens about the need for affordable housing
 Formulate a pilot program for affordable housing collaborating with local and
national developers.
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The Town should facilitate the creation of a 501(c)(3) non-profit Housing Development
Corporation with a focus on affordable and mixed income housing developments. An
initial investment could be made by the Town with a mechanism established for the
continued funding of the Corporation. Any or all of the following should be considered
under the 501(c)(3):
 Acquire, donate and/or sell land and/or buildings that will provide locations for

affordable housing; and
 Pursue public-private partnerships to create an affordable housing trust fund or

similar subsidy pool. This may be accomplished through a variety of funding
sources including but not limited to the following:

Development fees

Reallocation of existing taxes

Various real estate fees and taxes

Adding 2% to the Town Millage Rate


The Town should facilitate the creation of a Community Land Trust (CLT) to operate as a
subsidiary under the 501(c)(3) non-profit Housing Development Corporation in an effort
to better preserve existing and create new affordable housing opportunities in perpetuity.



The 2009/2014 Town of Mount Pleasant Comprehensive Plan and Future Land Use Map
currently has areas designated as “Community Nodes”. Emphasis should be placed on
requiring affordable housing development within these nodes. This can be done through
consideration of the following:
 Expand existing Community Nodes;
 Explore new potential Community Nodes geographically distributed throughout

the Town;
 Modify the text of the Comprehensive Plan to support affordable housing;
 Create corresponding text amendments to the Zoning Ordinance that specifically
address affordable housing development within the Nodes; and
 Offer financial and development incentives within these areas, including but not
limited to the following:

Low Income Housing Tax Credit Program;

Increased intensity of developments; and

Reduced fees, provided all other development standards can be achieved.


The Town should continue to allow Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs) through its current
ADU Ordinance as a tool for addressing affordable housing.
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Consider utilizing TDRs (Transfer of Development Rights) as a means to allow developers
to purchase unused density from established Planned Development projects, which will
then be relocated to other areas or projects for affordable housing.



Work with other municipalities and organizations in advocating for State Enabling
Legislation to allow local municipalities the ability to establish mandatory inclusionary
zoning. Mount Pleasant Town Council members should communicate with state-elected
officials as part of a state-wide effort to support this initiative.



In an effort to preserve Historic African American Communities, support must be given
for the long-term affordability of existing residents. The Town should ensure compatible
new developments that enrich the lives of both existing and future residents. Ways in
which this may be accomplished are through:
 Zoning district regulations similar to those for the Sweetgrass Basket Overlay

District that put special development limits on these settlement communities; and
 A special taxing structure that protects residents in identified communities. For
those historic communities that remain in the unincorporated areas, the Town
should continue to collaborate with Charleston County on their protection and
make corresponding amendments to the Comprehensive Plan.


In an effort to further address the need for affordable housing and its integral relationship
to access to transportation, the Town should coordinate with CARTA to address gaps in
public transportation, through additional funding and other identified mechanisms, and
explore ways to increase access and functionality. Options to be considered are included
but not limited to the following:
 Local circulators (small fixed routes) and more direct routes;
 An increased focus on ADA needs; and
 The provision of several Call-A-Ride mini buses available to all residents similar to

CARTA’s Tell-A-Ride for the disabled.


Coordinate with national and local senior and disability advocates to better address the
needs of those populations with regards to any planning or building regulations that can
be amended.
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Appendix A

Appendix B

HOUSING TASK FORCE
COMMITTEE

April 11, 2016

HOUSING TASK FORCE COMMITTEE
History of Workforce Housing Efforts
Town of Mount Pleasant Demographics and
Other Data
Subcommittees

WORKFORCE HOUSING EFFORTS
March 2006 – Town Council establishes, by resolution,
Workforce Housing Advisory Committee (WFHAC).

March 2006 – Town Council adopts CBS-OD, Coleman
Boulevard-Ben Sawyer Boulevard Overlay District. CBSOD provides density bonus for developments providing at
least 10% workforce housing.
October 2008 – PD-WFH Ordinance adopted by Town
Council (recommended by WFHAC)

WORKFORCE HOUSING EFFORTS
PD-WFH Ordinance
-minimum 2 acres
-must contain residential uses
 mixed-use is encouraged but not required

-30% of total units must qualify as WFH
 Unit types must be interspersed throughout the development

-allows for variations from regulations of other zoning
districts concerning use, setbacks, lot size, density
-also allows for variations from Land Dev. Regulations

WORKFORCE HOUSING EFFORTS
PD-WFH Ordinance - Density
Unit Type



Units per Acre

Single-family detached

8.0

Duplex or townhouse

12.0

Mixture of unit types (may include multi-family)

16.0

prior to issuance of building permits, developer must submit a WFH plan
• owner-occupied, rental, or both?
• number & type of units
• number of bedrooms & sq ft of WFH units
• location of WFH units within development

WORKFORCE HOUSING EFFORTS
Occupancy
owner-occupied units
 can earn no more than 120% of median family income (MFI)
 monthly mortgage payments 35% or less of gross monthly
household income
 deed restricted for 10 years
rental units
 80% MFI
 HUD Fair Market Rents
 if household income increases above 80%, may renew for
one lease term, not to exceed 2 years
 deed restricted for 10 years

WORKFORCE HOUSING EFFORTS
Approved Developments
Carriage Hill Landing
 Hwy 17 North between Charleston National & Whitehall Terrace
 30 single-family lots (10 WFH)
The Boulevard
 Coleman Boulevard
 325 total units (18 WFH)
 mixture of unit types (Studio, 1BR, 2BR & 3BR)

WORKFORCE HOUSING EFFORTS
September 2009 – Town Council approves final reading of Zoning

Code text amendment allowing Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs) in most
residential zoning districts (Ord. No. 09062). (recommended by WFHAC)

Purpose of ADUs
-to provide a greater variety of housing choices

-to provide additional rental housing opportunities
-to provide independent living space for family members
-to provide opportunities for aging in place


a separate housing arrangement within, attached to, or detached from a single-family home
(not including townhouses or duplexes)



includes a kitchen and bath separate from those contained within the principal structure and
therefore functions as a complete living unit

WORKFORCE HOUSING EFFORTS
Workforce Housing Exemption Grant Program
-Owner-occupied DU’s occupied by individuals or families earning
no more than 80% of the median family income are eligible
-Submit a grant application prior to issuance of building permit
-Amount shall be equal to the amount of municipal impact fees
York St./Kent St./Eagle St./Phillips Manor (Hwy 41) / Mackenzie Ct. / McAdams Ct.
Typically used for Habitat Homes

WORKFORCE HOUSING EFFORTS
October 2009 - 2009-2019 Comprehensive Plan adopted
-Identified 9 Target Strategies that included:
 increase # of WFH & life cycle housing units
 promote appropriate infill & redevelopment

February 2011 – Town Council repeals CBS-OD and replaces it
with the UC-OD, Urban Corridor Overlay District. UC-OD
provides density bonus for developments providing at least 15%
workforce housing.
October 2015 – As part of its Growth Management Plan, Town
Council removes density bonuses from PD-WFH and UC-OD
Districts. Town Council recognizes the need for a comprehensive
effort to address workforce and senior housing and, as such,
directs the Mayor to appoint a task force.

TOMP DEMOGRAPHICS
Demographics
Year

Total Population

% Growth

Total Dwelling Units

% Growth

2000

47,609

n/a

20,197

n/a

2005

59,104

24%

26,524

31%

2010

67,843

15%

30,882

16%

2015

78,988

16%

35,449

15%

2010

2014 Population
(ACS, 5-Year
Estimates)

Median HH Income

$70,636

$76,202

Median Housing Value

$334,800

$351,500

8.0%

8.0%

Age of Population
2000

2010

Under 5 Years

7.5%

6.0%

5 Years to 17 Years

16.6%

24.1%

Individuals Below
Poverty Level

18 Years to 64 Years

65.6%

57.7%

Owner-Occupied
Housing Unit Rate

72.6%

71.6%

65 Years and Over

10.3%

12.2%

Median Gross Rent

$1,212

$1,257

Total Pop

100%

100%

Homeowner Vacancy Rate

3.1%

n/a

Rental Vacancy Rate

10.3%

n/a

TOMP DEMOGRAPHICS
Work Area Profile - 2014

Work Area Profile - 2014

Total All Jobs

27,965

Retail Trade

17.3%

Jobs by Earnings

Health Care / Social Assistance

17.3%

$1,250/month or less

33.3%

Accommodation / Food Services

17.1%

$1,251 - $3,333/month

37.5%

9.4%

More than $3,333/month

29.2%

Professional, Scientific, and Technical
Services
Transportation/Warehousing
Finance/Insurance
Information

5.6%
4.7%
4.1%

Administration & Support, Waste
Management and Remediation

3.8%

Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation

3.8%

Other Services (Excludes PA)
Construction
Wholesale Trade
Public Administration
Other

3.6%
3.2%
2.4%
2.3%
5.4%

TOMP HOUSING – UPPER MTP

TOMP HOUSING – LOWER MTP

TOMP HOUSING - COMPARISON
Jan-Dec

2014

Jan-Dec

2015

# of Sales

Median Sales
Price

Residential Area

# of Sales

Median
Sales Price

% Change in #

% change in $

1,329

$375,000

Mt. Pleasant N of IOP Connector

1,483

$401,000

11.6%

6.9%

1,043

$376,735

Mt. Pleasant S of IOP Connector

1,138

$400,212

9.1%

6.2%

By Comparison
299

$216,000

Hanahan

392

$225,000

31.1%

4.2%

564

$154,998

Goose Creek / Moncks Corner - Hwy 52Oakley-Cooper River

651

$170,000

15.4%

9.7%

604

$172,175

Goose Creek / Moncks Corner - Hwy 17AOakley-Hwy 52

728

$186,045

20.5%

8.1%

490

$152,000

Summerville/Ladson/Ravenel to Hwy 165

556

$174,382

13.5%

14.7%

1,237

$205,000

Summerville/Ridgeville

1,378

$207,764

11.4%

1.3%

TOMP HOUSING
Rentals
Rental Prices

1 BR

2 BR

Riviera at Seaside

$1,500

$1,580

The Boulevard

$1,344

$1,481

The Haven

$1,280

$1,750

Central Square at Watermark

$1,200

$1,469

Hibben Ferry

$1,155

$1,345

River’s Walk

$1,138

$1,708

Runaway Bay

$1,078

$1,193

Thickett

$1,050

$1,200

Crickentree

$1,050

$1,200

Riverwood

$1,039

$1,159

Windward Long Point

$1,240

$1,555

Gregorie Ferry Landing

$1,199

$1,499

Belle Hall

$1,105

$1,365

Anchorage

$1,005

$1,196

The Legends @ Charleston National

$980

$1,300

Edgewater Plantation Apartments

$937

$1,421

Lower MTP

Upper MTP

INCOME AND AFFORDABILITY

Income and Affordability
Mount Pleasant Median HH Income - $76,202
Starting Salaries

$

Police Officer

$38,168

Firefighter

$31,634

Teacher

$34,656

Area Median
Income

Income Amount

Affordable
Home

Affordable Rent

70 percent

$53,341

$191,578

$1,111

80 percent

$60,962

$217,658

$1,270

90 percent

$68,581

$243,765

$1,429

100 percent

$76,202

$270,086

$1,588

110 percent

$83,822

$296,283

$1,746

120 percent

$91,442

$322,515

$1,905

130 percent

$99,063

$348,560

$2,064

TOMP COMMUTING PATTERNS
Total All Jobs

Total All Jobs
2014
Total All Jobs

Count
27,965

Share
100.0%

Jobs Counts by Places (Cities, CDPs, etc.) Where
Workers Live - All Jobs
2014
Count
Share
7,737
27.7%
Mount Pleasant town, SC
4,301
15.4%
Charleston city, SC
2,472
8.8%
North Charleston city, SC
816
2.9%
Goose Creek city, SC
662
2.4%
Summerville town, SC
526
1.9%
Hanahan city, SC
436
1.6%
James Island town, SC
299
1.1%
Isle of Palms city, SC
278
1.0%
Ladson CDP, SC
161
0.6%
Sangaree CDP, SC
126
0.5%
Columbia city, SC
110
0.4%
Awendaw town, SC
110
0.4%
Sullivan's Island town, SC
97
0.3%
Moncks Corner town, SC
90
0.3%
Hilton Head Island town,
SC
65
0.2%
Charlotte city, NC
59
0.2%
Socastee CDP, SC
58
0.2%
Myrtle Beach city, SC
56
0.2%
Conway city, SC
56
0.2%
Folly Beach city, SC
50
0.2%
Hollywood town, SC
47
0.2%
Georgetown city, SC
43
0.2%
Greenville city, SC
41
0.1%
McClellanville town, SC
40
0.1%
Red Hill CDP, SC
37
0.1%
Bluffton town, SC
36
0.1%
Florence city, SC

2014
Count
27,965

Share
100.0%

Total All Jobs
Jobs Counts by Places (Cities, CDPs, etc.) Where Workers
Live - All Jobs
2014
Count
Share
34
0.1%
Ravenel town, SC
33
0.1%
North Myrtle Beach city, SC
32
0.1%
Beaufort city, SC
31
0.1%
Murrells Inlet CDP, SC
30
0.1%
Rock Hill city, SC
28
0.1%
Walterboro city, SC
27
0.1%
Bonneau Beach CDP, SC
26
0.1%
Atlanta city, GA
24
0.1%
Easley city, SC
23
0.1%
Aiken city, SC
23
0.1%
Meggett town, SC
23
0.1%
Sumter city, SC
22
0.1%
Red Bank CDP, SC
21
0.1%
Lincolnville town, SC
21
0.1%
Seven Oaks CDP, SC
20
0.1%
Seabrook Island town, SC
18
0.1%
Augusta-Richmond County
consolidated government, GA
17
0.1%
Gaffney city, SC
17
0.1%
Taylors CDP, SC
16
0.1%
Port Royal town, SC
16
0.1%
Spartanburg city, SC
15
0.1%
Cayce city, SC
15
0.1%
Little River CDP, SC
15
0.1%
Ridgeville town, SC
14
0.1%
Five Forks CDP, SC
14
0.1%
Garden City CDP, SC
14
0.1%
North Augusta city, SC
7,340
26.2%
All Other Locations

TOMP EMPLOYEE DATA (2013)
Area
# of employees
Mount Pleasant Area
MOUNT PLEASANT, SC 29464
213
ISLE OF PALMS, SC 29451
3
216
Charleston Area
CHARLESTON, SC 29401
JOHNS ISLAND, SC 29455
DANIEL ISLAND, SC 29492
WEST ASHLEY
JAMES ISLAND

North Area
SUMMERVILLE, SC 29483
N CHARLESTON, SC 29405
GOOSE CREEK, SC 29445
LADSON, SC 29456
MONCKS CORNER, SC 29461
HANAHAN, SC 29410

4
3
11
43
17
78

45
47
31
19
12
11
165

%

41%

15%

Awendaw/McClellanville Area # of employees
AWENDAW, SC 29429
27
HUGER, SC 29450
13
MCCLELLANVILLE, SC 29458
13
CAINHOY, SC 29492
1
54
Other Areas
CORDESVILLE, SC 29434
HOLLYWOOD, SC 29449
RAVENEL, SC 29470
PAWLEYS ISLAND, SC 29585
BONNEAU, SC 29431
DARLINGTON, SC 29540
DORCHESTER, SC 29437
FOLLY BEACH, SC 29439
FORT LEAVENWORTH, KS
66027
MANNING, SC 29102
MEGGETT, SC 29449
MYRTLE BEACH, SC 29588
RIDGEVILLE, SC 29472
SANTEE, SC 29142

31%
TOTAL EMPLOYEES

%

10%

2
2
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
19
532

4%
100%

TOMP EMPLOYEE DATA (532 EMPLOYEES)

EMPLOYEE DATA – SUMMARY
% Reside in
MTP

% Reside in
Charleston/
N. Charleston

Town of Mount Pleasant

40%

18%

6%

6%

9%

Roper St. Francis

35%

23%

5%

5%

7%

Mount Pleasant Waterworks

45%

18%

5%

6%

3%

Vibra

24%

35%

9%

10%

12%

Patriots Point

35%

33%

12%

3%

8%

Employer

Hotels

% Reside in
% Reside in
% Reside in
Goose Creek Hanahan/Ladson Summerville

Where Employees Reside

Range of Wages

Old Village Post House

Charleston, North Charleston, West Ashley
& Goose Creek

$2.13 + tips to $14.00/Hourly

Comfort Suites

MTP, North Charleston, Summerville, Awendaw,
Ladson & Jamestown

Salaried Managers = $25,000
$8.50 to $11.50 / Hourly

Hampton Inn & Suites

North Charleston & Summerville

$9.50 to $9.75/Hourly

Residence Inn
Courtyard Marriott

MTP – 5, JI – 1, Awendaw/McClellanville – 3, N.
$9.00 to $12.50/Hourly
Charleston – 2, GC – 1, Huger - 1
MTP – 14, WA/NC – 11, JI – 1, Ladson – 1, DI –
$7.50 + tips to $12.00/Hourly
1, Summerville – 1, Awendaw/McClellanville - 5

ROPER SF EMPLOYEE DATA

Job Title
69 are Certified Medical Assistants (6 live in MtP)
68 are MD's (28 live in MtP)
90 are MD Receptionists (14 live in MtP)
108 are RN's (69 live in MtP)

% share live in MtP
8.7%
41.2%
15.6%
63.9%

MPW EMPLOYEE DATA

Average Salary

Mt. Pleasant - $61,500
Charleston - $57,600
Awendaw - $49,000
Other: $52,500

VIBRA EMPLOYEE DATA

PATRIOTS POINT EMPLOYEE DATA

OTHER MUNICIPALITIES
Municipality

Summary of Policies / Ordinances

Beaufort, SC

In traditional neighborhood developments, at least 10% of units must be workforce housing units. Alternative
options include off-site workforce unit development or payment of in-lieu fee. 5-year affordability restriction.

Davidson, NC

Mandatory inclusionary housing ordinance to help meet its goal of 12.5% of the town's housing units being
affordable. Developments of 7 or fewer units may provide 1 affordable unit or pay in-lieu fee; developments of
8 or more units must provide 12.5% of units as affordable.

Decatur, GA

Developed a community land trust/affordable dwelling unit program; implemented the Cottage Court Communities
zoning Ordinance - A building type designed to accommodate 5 to 9 detached dwelling units organized around a
shared internal courtyard.; and augmented the city's existing "lifecycle" housing ordinance, - Lifecycle Dwelling
Code offers bonus density incentive of 20% for lifecycle dwelling development; at least 75% of bonus dwellings
must be lifecycle dwellings.

Asheville, NC

The city's zoning ordinance allows for a density bonus of double the existing density in exchange for 20%
affordable unit provision in office, business, and mixed use districts.

Charlottesville, VA

ADU (Affordable Dwelling Unit) Ordinance: Residential developers requiring rezoning or special approval with
density greater than 1.0 FAR must provide 5% of amount of GFA that exceeds 1.0 FAR as affordable units.
Alternatives of off-site provision of units or cash contribution to city's affordable housing fund are allowed.

Appendix C

Mount Pleasant Affordable/Workforce Housing Survey

The purpose of this survey is to provide information to the Town of Mount Pleasant Housing Task
Force Committee to guide their recommendations. All survey information is confidential. Thank you
for taking the time to complete this important survey.

1. In what ZIP code is your home located? (enter 5-digit ZIP code)

2. Which of the following best describes your current occupation?
Management Occupations
Business and Financial Operations Occupations
Computer and Mathematical Occupations
Architecture and Engineering Occupations
Life, Physical, and Social Science Occupations
Community and Social Service Occupations
Legal Occupations
Education, Training, and Library Occupations
Arts, Design, Entertainment, Sports, and Media Occupations
Healthcare Practitioners and Technical Occupations
Healthcare Support Occupations
Protective Service Occupations
Food Preparation and Serving Related Occupations
Building and Grounds Cleaning and Maintenance Occupations
Personal Care and Service Occupations
Sales and Related Occupations
Office and Administrative Support Occupations
Farming, Fishing, and Forestry Occupations
Construction and Extraction Occupations
Installation, Maintenance, and Repair Occupations
Production Occupations
Transportation and Materials Moving Occupations
Other (please specify)

3. If currently employed, is your place of employment located in Mount Pleasant?
Yes
No

4. What is your age?
18 to 24
25 to 34
35 to 44
45 to 54
55 to 64
65 to 74
75 or older

5. Which of the following best describes your current relationship status?
Married
Widowed
Divorced
Separated
In a domestic partnership or civil union
Single, but cohabiting with a significant other
Single, never married

6. Do you have children?
Yes
No

7. What are your children's ages? (Check all that apply)
Under 5 years old
5-11 years old
11-15 years old
16 and over

8. What is your approximate average household income?
$0-$24,999
$25,000-$49,999
$50,000-$74,999
$75,000-$99,999
$100,000-$124,999
$125,000-$149,999
$150,000-$174,999
$175,000-$199,999
$200,000 and up

9. What does the term “affordable housing” mean to you?

10. If you purchased a home in Mount Pleasant today, what sales price would you consider affordable?

11. If you were renting a home or apartment in Mount Pleasant today, what monthly rent price would you
consider affordable?

12. Do you think the Town of Mount Pleasant government should be involved in facilitating affordable or
workforce housing?
Yes
No
Why (please specify)

13. Where in Mount Pleasant do you think offering affordable or workforce housing makes the most sense?

14. Which of the following would you be willing to support in order to address housing affordability issues?
(Check all that apply)
Requirement for new developments to have affordable housing units
A public bond referendum
Higher property taxes
Higher sales tax
More density in development
None of the above
Other (please specify)

APPENDIX D – RESIDENTIAL SURVEY RESULTS
1. Mount Pleasant Affordable Housing Survey (Residents)
What zip code is your permanent residence located in?
Response
Count

Answer Options

801

answered question
skipped question
Lower Mount Pleasant
Upper Mount Pleasant
Charleston/North Charleston
Goose Creek/Hanahan/Summerville
Sullivan’s Island/IOP
McClellanville/Awendaw
Other

801
9
45%
33%
12%
4%
2%
1%
3%

2. Mount Pleasant Affordable Housing Survey (Residents)
What is your occupation?
Answer Options
Management Occupations
Business and Financial Operations Occupations
Computer and Mathematical Occupations
Architecture and Engineering Occupations
Life, Physical and Social Science Occupations
Community and Social Service Occupations
Legal Occupations
Education, Training and Library Occupations
Arts, Design, Entertainment, Sports, and Media Occupations
Healthcare Practitioners and Technical Occupations
Healthcare Support Occupations
Protective Service Occupations
Food Preparations and Serving Related Occupations
Building and Grounds Clearing and Maintenance Occupations
Personal Care and Service Occupations
Sales and Related Occupations
Office and Administrative Support Occupations
Farming, Fishing, and Forestry Occupations
Construction and Extraction Occupations
Installation, Maintenance and Repair Occupations
Productions Occupations
Transportation and Materials Moving Occupations

Response
Percent

Response
Count

7.2%
5.4%
2.1%
2.4%
1.0%
2.7%
2.6%
50.8%
2.8%
3.5%
2.2%
0.9%
0.4%
0.6%
0.9%
5.9%
6.0%
0.4%
0.4%
0.9%
0.3%
0.6%

56
42
16
19
8
21
20
396
22
27
17
7
3
5
7
46
47
3
3
7
2
5
779
31

answered question
skipped question

1

3. Mount Pleasant Affordable Housing Survey (Residents)
If currently employed, is your place of employment located in Mount Pleasant?
Answer Options
Yes
No

Response Percent

Response
Count

72.5%
27.5%

561
213

answered question
skipped question

774
36

4. Mount Pleasant Affordable Housing Survey (Residents)
What is your age group?
Answer Options
18 - 25
26-35
36-45
46 - 65
65+

Response Percent

Response
Count

4.6%
22.8%
23.9%
42.5%
6.3%

37
184
193
343
51

answered question
skipped question

808
2

5. Mount Pleasant Affordable Housing Survey (Residents)
What is your current marital status?
Answer Options
Single
Married

Response
Percent

Response Count

34.0%
66.0%

274
532

answered question
skipped question

806
4

6. Mount Pleasant Affordable Housing Survey (Residents)
Do you have children?
Answer Options
Yes
No

Response
Percent

Response Count

70.4%
29.6%

567
238

answered question
skipped question

805
5

2

7. Mount Pleasant Affordable Housing Survey (Residents)
If yes, what are their ages? (Check all that apply)
Answer Options

Response
Percent

Response Count

20.7%
24.1%
22.8%
57.5%

118
137
130
327

Under 5 years
5 – 10 years
11 – 15 years
16 and over

answered question
skipped question

569
241

8. Mount Pleasant Affordable Housing Survey (Residents)
What is your estimated combined household income?
Answer Options
Less than $30,000
$30,000 - $39,999
$40,000 - $49,999
$50,000 - $59,000
$60,000 - $69,999
$70,000 - $79,000
$80,000 - $89,999
$90,000 - $99,000
$100,000 and Over

Response
Percent

Response Count

5.6%
9.6%
7.3%
6.6%
7.8%
6.7%
8.6%
9.4%
38.4%

44
76
58
52
62
53
68
74
304

answered question
skipped question

791
19

9. Mount Pleasant Affordable Housing Survey (Residents) (See
individual responses at end)
What does the term “affordable housing” mean to you?
Answer Options

Response Count
586

answered question
skipped question

586
224

3

10. Mount Pleasant Affordable Housing Survey (Residents) –
Approximately 60% Responded Under $300,000
(See individual responses at end)
If you purchased a home in Mount Pleasant today, what sales price would you consider
affordable?
Answer Options

Response Count
604

answered question
skipped question

604
206

11. Mount Pleasant Affordable Housing Survey (Residents) –
Approximately 85% Responded $1,500 and Less (See individual
responses at end)
If you were renting a home or apartment in Mount Pleasant today, what monthly rent
would you consider affordable?
Answer Options

Response Count
598

answered question
skipped question

598
212

12. Mount Pleasant Affordable Housing Survey (Residents) (For
answer to the question Why see end)
Do you think the Town of Mount Pleasant government should be involved in facilitating
affordable or workforce housing?
Answer Options
Yes
No
Why?

Response
Percent

Response Count

73.0%
27.0%

451
167
443

answered question
skipped question

618
192

13. Mount Pleasant Affordable Housing Survey (Residents)
(See individual responses at end)
Where in Mount Pleasant do you think offering affordable or workforce housing makes
the most sense?
Answer Options

Response Count
553

answered question
skipped question

553
257

4

14. Mount Pleasant Affordable Housing Survey (Residents)
Which of the following would you be willing to support in order to address the
housing affordability issue? (Check all that apply)
Answer Options
Requirement for new developments to have
affordable housing units
A public bond referendum
Higher property taxes
Higher sales tax
More density in development
None of the above

Response
Percent

Response
Count

66.3%

405

22.3%
12.1%
13.4%
14.6%
28.2%

136
74
82
89
172

answered question
skipped question

611
199

5

What does the term “affordable housing” mean to you?
Nothing here in Mount Pleasant, SC...it simply isn't affordable to single parents or even the middle class anymore.
Housing designated for residents that work in that area with a price tag more along the lines of their incomes.
Housing that public servants, teachers, firemen, policemen can afford
It should mean just as it says, housing that the median income can afford, but to me it means lower income
Regionally comparable prices per square foot
Housing that someone that works 9-5, but still can not afford the average rental, mortgage in the area
Housing made available to a parent with children who is working but not making enough income as a single parent
250,000_300,000
25% or less of take home income is spent on housing
affordable for all to live in the area based on their income
Young couples and single parents can afford to live comfortably without going hungry.
Should be than 30% of your net income.
A price that isn't going to make my family house poor. I'm in my 30s and have a young son. I pay a lot for
Housing affordable by those of median income.
housing I can afford on my budget
cost of a single family home can be afforded by the full time working populations's wages
Leaving within your means.
Purchasable
or rentable by aqprofessional
with
of (single)
g
y
p y an income
,
y of $50k
y
g
comfortably pay for food, transportation, and health care.
Not paying 500,000 for a 2000 square foot home
I have lived in Mt Pleasant for 49 years. I don't want government subsidized housing in Mt Pleasant. The number of
houses, apartments, and condos are growing exponentially! This is NOT the town I grew to love. Mt Pleasant Town
apartment style living for poverty level people
It means I that my rent/mortgage & utilities cost is low enough that I have money left over to pay for my student
loans, gas, groceries, and to put into savings so that I'm not living pay check to pay check.
low income housing
Feasible
Housing in which the cost of rent/mortgage, insurance, utilities takes up less than 50% of my income, ideally, 30%.
A home where we can live with enough space to accommodate our needs without spending so much per month
Decent housing (not run down) that can be afforded on one salary with enough room for a family.
Rent/mortgage + HOA and bills are half or less then half of my monthly salary.
The term affordable means to me something one can afford.
Publicly-subsidized housing.
Rent $600 or less
a house payment between 1200-2000
Less than the median home price
A family of 3 or 4 can live in for under $1200/month
30% of household income
Under 300K
The housing cost is comparable to the salaries.
high density, lower price, small
I don't know. I dream of owning a home that my son can grow up in.
It means that the there will be a subdivision that caters to a particular income or occupation.

Based on my income I could afford to live there.
Stand-alone, detached house on a .5 acre or more lot for 165,000 or less on the current market.
That the cost to rent or buy isn't outrageous!
Housing that is accessible to middle income families.
Being able to afford to live in the community you serve and work in.
Housing that is accessible to the constituents that work in a particular region. i.e. Anyone who wants to live in Mt.
Pleasant and can find a job here, should be able to find somewhere to live here.
Being able to pay mortgage bill, utilities, and basic needs without going into debt
Housing based on my income.
Something we as a couple can afford to live in.
Affordable to the median income
I should be able to pay rent and still have enough money to live off of.
mortgage that is 25% of take home income
In the budget!
Allowing a less than middle class family buy a middle class home while a middle class family is unable to afford the
Housing that a person making minimum wage and working full time would be able to afford
A house can be realistically purchased by an individual with a median income job.
As a salaried employee, I am able to live near my job and afford to do so. I don't think of projects or slum-type
Being able to afford housing on your pay check especially in the middle to low income pay scale.
Homes that young families can afford to live on with combined incomes of near $100,000
housing I can afford
giving people who work in Mt P a chance to live in Mt P
housing that I can afford to rent or buy that won't leave me without emergency cash
Affordable housing means that I can live in an apartment without living from paycheck to paycheck.
inexpensive
Housing that is affordable to all economical groups.
To me it means living in a fairly updated, single family home and being able to afford that property with no
financial strain. It also means fair interest rates that don't balloon after a few years.
BEING ABLE TO AFFORD RENT AND UTILITIES
Housing that is affordable based on your salary
An affordable mortgage payment
Having housing be less than 30% of income
Housing whether it is rental or mortaged in which people who earn 25,000 a year could afford.
Housing that ranges for senior subsidized housing to homes high income families are interested in.
rent/price within accepted income guidelines for a teacher, police officer, or fire fighter earning salary in the middle
pay the monthly bills
Houses that teachers, police officers, firefighters etc can afford to purchase.
housing for minimum wage employees and their families
When the rent for a particular space is based on your income.
rent below 800 for a 2 bedroom house
Being able to afford to purchase or rent a home in a nice neighborhood that is not more than 30% of my take
Available housing at price points for all levels of income including and especially public sector and service industry
Homes or apartments that even those who can't afford $400,000 plus homes could afford on their income
Housing for unemployed people, or people below the poverty line. However, in terms of Mt. Pleasant, it also means
housing that people who work in Mt. Pleasant companies can afford (ie: teachers, retail, etc.).

low income housing
Affordable to the average gross income of a teacher.
Lower rent, lower level housing.
It means that a citizen can afford to live in the town, even if they have chosen to pursue an occupation that does
Giving options for all demographics/socio-economic status of people.
1/4 of our incocome per month
A monthly payment that is less than one third of my monthly income.
Section 8, government provided or assisted
It means something I can afford within my budget, regardless of yearly income. Possible for everyone in the
A variety of prices so there are options for all.
not my entire paycheck (paid bi monthly)
Housing that anyone can "afford"
Housing that I can afford to live in based on and expensive area.
Being able to live comfortably in a place of my choosing while still being able to afford necessities, pay off debt, etc.
Housing is no more than 1/4 of current income
The amount of monthly rent or mortgage does not exceed 30% of a person's net monthly salary and that a person
earning minimum wage can afford to rent a place of residence.
Cost of housing should be 20% of your monthly income.
housing that is less than 1/4 your monthly income
Housing under $350,000
Subsidized housing.
Low quality housing made affordable by taxing tax payers more
Lower mortgage payment so we can afford all the other bills and child care.
housing that does not take 1/2 or more of my paycheck, including paying for utilities
subsidized housing
Housing that is available to single income middle class families
low income housing
Obviously "affordable" means different things to different people, depending on their financial status. However, I
take the term "affordable housing" to mean that people who make the lower incomes paid by blue collar and
It refers to being able to live within your means.
For low income families. Low quality house.
Being able to own a home or rent an apartment without having to live paycheck to paycheck.
Price pre square foot is not much higher than surrounding areas. Comparable prices to Summerville, North
Being able to purchase a house on a dual income living in that city.
Housing that is affordable for all incomes.
Affordable Housing means housing that considers
Housing that is affordable based on the family's combined budget.
Nothing that's available in Mt. Pleasant. 1/3 of someone's salary.
I means able to live in a home that fits within your household budget.
Being able to pay a mortgage/rent on time comfortably.
House that would allow everyone who works in Mt. Pleasant to live here. Many teachers in Mt. P. are unable to
housing that is adjusted and paid according to income.
Unfortunately when I hear "affordable housing" I immediately think of cheaply made houses. Not quality.
low income housing
means teachers won't qualify and if they do probably would not want to live there due to class of people

Nice, safe, clean but affordable housing and more than 900 sq ft.
No family is excluded from living in a particular area; all walks of life are included.
a home that is within a reasonable price for a single working person who has a full time job.
Paying between $150,000 to $200,000 for a single family house. Less for condos or townhomes.
you can afford a place to live and still have income to live comfortably
I can pay for my rent, utilities, cable/internet with one of the two paychecks I get.
That my housing uses less than 30% of my income
decreased property value and increased traffic congestion
It means well-built single family homes and townhomes constructed by reputable companies leveraging
government programs which provide financial incentive to build said homes to make them available to individuals
Housing for the less fortunate.
working class people can afford.
Government provided/subsidized housing.
It means to provide housing that is affordable for residents whose salary doesn't provide enough pay in order to
$1000/month or less
section 8, low income
Less than 800.00a month for rent. 200,000. for a house
Housing for people at the poverty level.
cheaper housing
That I can afford the cost of a mortgage on a property in the community I teach in without significant burden.
Apartments in the $800-$1200 range Starter homes in the $150,000-$250,000 range
Affordable housing should mean that the people who live and work in the community should be able to
comfortably afford to actually live in and work in the community. A communities teachers, law enforcement
officers, fire and rescue officers should be able to afford to have roots in their community. If these groups are
tasked with keeping the community safe and educating the community's children then they should be able to live
comfortably within it too. It is a shame to see so many teachers and law enforcement personnel be forced to drive
Able to live comfortably and not be "house poor"
Housing that those who make a living wage can afford.
Being able to live where I work without sacrificing recreation.
35% of my income.
Affordable housing, to me, means housing of a decent square footage for a price comparable to the condition and
size of the home. I understand that land and taxes and fees also play a role, but there was nothing available in our
low-income housing
Housing that the average can afford
Rentals that are decent and do not cost as much as a mortgage. Rent that can be paid from one paycheck. As an
educator in the low income range a one bedroom plus utilities should not have to be paid from the whole salary.
Means you are able to live in the community that you work
The ability to pay rent and still eat/pay all of my other bills.
apartments reasonably priced
It means that people are able to rent or purchase housing without it taking most of their paycheck.
Being able to afford to pay my mortgage and other household bills and set money aside in savings each month.
housing costs that are within my budget
To be able to work a job that pays minimum wage and be able to afford rent/mortgage and live.
Condos, Apartments, Townhomes
Able to afford rent/mortgage with one paycheck.

Housing that is below market value
Buying a house that you can afford based on your salary.
Being able to afford monthly mortgages or rent.
being able to afford a house in the area where you work
Housing that is priced at a level that allows for easy payment of other bills while leaving some left over for savings
The "rent/mortgage" is 1/4 of your salery
Low income or subsidized
a home that is livable and affordable- current housing prices for rental units run 1500 for a two bedroom
Rent that is only 30% of my gross salary in a safe, clean, and well-maintained complex.
Able to make the monthly payment with my paycheck and still have money left for food/gas etc.
Housing such that all occupations that support the community (ie teachers, retail employees, town staff) can
"afford" to live there if they so choose. Yearly housing costs of 30% of household total income generally
cost efficient
"Affordable" housing would be family size homes that people making less than $100,000 can manage the mortgage
in a family neighborhood. It is very difficult to find a house good neighborhood, adequate condition, and
projects
somethng thats in my budget
Affordable apartments
1/4 of income for housing
Housing that is affordable to all income levels.
increase in crime rate
Rental or bought property that most people who are employed are able to live at without their entire income be
You can pay your mortgage, bills, and still have some for savings.
Housing that middle class workers in a city or town can afford.
Apartments and "project" style multi-family dwellings.
paying a mortgage (taxes, insurance, HOA fees) that leave enough of your paycheck left over to live comfortably
Less than 30% of net income
Housing specifically designed to be cheaper than other housing options currently available. This is often done by
Rent that doesn't deplete my entire budget for the rest of the month
Being able to afford housing within my income level.
Affordable housing refers to the ability to live within the area that you work, without totally stressing your budget,
and not having to work several jobs in order to live within a reasonable driving range to your employment
I can afford to live without working a second job.
Low income
Affordable housing means a mortgage that is affordable for someone making a working professional's salary that
typically serves the publlic -such as teachers, police officers, and firemen, etc.
I hope your committee will note
that CCSD pays teachers barely above the state average for teachers (which is low compared to the nation) but our
cost of living here in Mt. P is much, much higher. Homes and rent are drastically more here than the rest of SC. My
low income housing
It means that the average employed person should be able to pay a rent that is 20% or less of their income.
Housing that allows you to be able to pay no more then 1/3 of your monthly income on housing.
Low income housing
low income, poverty
Housing that is under or around $200,000.
Housing that is available for someone working 40 hours a week and earning at least 40,000 a year.

$600.00 a month
I am not "stretched " financially to pay for it!
That a teacher can afford to live their
Rent or mortgage adjusted toward you annual income
costs less than $1,000/mo.
Housing offered at a cheap price to people who make an amount of money under the poverty level.
Housing that is affordable by working class families with two earners (police, fire, teachers, non-executive business
Payments set up according to your salary for whatever house you are trying to purchase.
Having a decent place to live that costs 1/3 or less of your take-home pay (monthly)
having a home that is no more than 200K - 250K , with a low interest rate (Payments of less than $1000 per month)
When I think of affordable housing, I think of a government program and run down housing areas.
Affordable housing should accommodate a single income.
A single, professional can afford
See #10
To be able to afford to buy a home where my total mortgage payments would not exceed 1/3 of my net pay.
government assistance generally
It means housing prices are accessible for those whose income brackets are below the medium income range but
Owning place that I can call home and live comfortably without worry
Affordable housing means being able to live in an area where a full-time working married couple would
reasonable price for a reasonable amount of home
A place that does not cost over half of my monthly income.
Not having our entire paycheck going to a mortgage payment. My husband and I starting house hunting this
time 2 years ago and found out very quickly that we couldn't even afford a town house is Mount Pleasant even the
apartment complex that we were living in now is more than our current mortgage. We are only on the other side
of the Wando and our property value has gone up but I find it ridiculous that if you picked our house up in and
It means I don't have to live paycheck to paycheck and work 3 jobs to pay all bills
House that one can pay without putting a strain in family finances.
It used to mean "The Projects" or Section 8 housing, but now I know it to mean housing that is affordable to
It means that entry level workers, sales clerks, and service industry workers , even if it is at McDonalds, can afford
Unfortunately low income
I house I can afford to live in and pay my monthly bills.
1/3 of salary
To me, it means stacked homes like apartments or townhouses that are in close quarters. It screams lower class.
We need LESS density. Having it as an option at the bottom of this survey blows my mind.
A place that I can afford without having to take another job and have money to save.
under 250,000
Housing that doesn't force families or people making less than 50,000 to live paycheck to paycheck.
Government assistance programs for people who work for the government or state; It also aligns with housing for
those who may not be able to make enough to afford the cost of living for a particular area
within my budget
It means that I would pay rent and also be able to live comfortably in my community.
People who move into the area and find a home cheaper than where they moved from. It is NOT work force
housing which would mean affordable to teachers, law enforcement, etc.
rent or mortgage within the acceptable percentages of the median income
Homes are available for lower middle class families who can qualify to purchase.

Affordable housing to me is housing that I can afford on my salary alone and still be within a 30 minute or under
drive to work. As a single adult, I also look for housing that is located near grocery stores, restaurants and night life.
Income-based so that it is affordable to those in need
Less than a house payment, and for this area, you can buy less than rent. We need housing in the 700-900 per
A family home with a monthly payment that does not use my entire paycheck.
under $1000 mortgage a month
Housing options for families below the poverty line
Able to afford housing at a cost which still allows my salary to cover the necessities of life - food, medical, etc.
Having my mortgage payment less than 25% of my monthly income- and I have very little to put down!
Allows people with lower incomes to live in an area that rental rates/purchase price are extremely high.
Low income residents
not more than 40% of AGI
Housing that a single family income could afford.
Being able to live and afford food, medication etc and not live paycheck to paycheck.
Not 200$ a square foot.
Payments based on income
Rental & Purchased homes that are in the range of the average salary.
Someone can pay for something and still have money left for other needs.
cheap, low rent
housing projects
The term "affordable housing" means "projects" to me. Honestly, there is no affordable housing in Mount Pleasant
without risks to your self. I have rented/ lived in Mount Pleasant for 10 years- of those 10 years, I have lived in the
cheapest apartment complex ($800 for a 2 bedroom) and I have lived in the cheapest townhouses ($1000 for a 3
bedroom). Both of these complexes have terrible mold problems, but I have always thought that "you get what you
It means rent that I can afford on a teacher's salary. It means a house that I could potentially purchase within the
Mount Pleasant area that is under $300,000 for a first time house buyer.
A quality home in a budgeted cost
A housing payment that doesnt take up over half of my monthly income.
Low income housing or projects.
Partially government funded housing
Being able to afford housing while meeting other monthly expenses and having money left for savings.
Housing that a family can pay for and still afford the necessities for daily living - food, transportation, medical care,
Someone with a middle class income should be able to afford to live in an area.
A home in a safe area where I am not spending an entire pay check on rent/mortgage.
Housing that is affordable for those who make the state average income
Reasonably priced housing.
Housing that is affordable to the general population of a certain area.
Able to dedicate approx 1/4 of salary to housing
Housing that is safe, comfortable (with adequate space for the family - bedrooms, etc.).
It means that people who work minimum wage jobs can afford the housing.
SOMETHING my children can afford to purchase
lower priced options
Housing that can be purchased for a reasonable price that coincides with a middle wage income.
Affordable housing is based upon an income level for the household and the number in the household that falls
Less than $1,000 per month

Less than $1000/month
I am able to afford the home.
Something that my wife and I can afford and not have to live "house poor"
The mortgage is in the range of $500 to $700 a month.
100-200K
That monthly rent/mortgage payment does not exceed more than half of one month's salary.
housing that a family can afford, a mortgage payment that is not outrageous, I would like to see more houses for
Being able to have a modest single family home 3 BR 2 Bath that is under $250K
Low-income, government subsidized homes and neighborhoods.
I would be spending less than 25% of my income (after taxes) on rent and be able to afford my other bills: essential
(electric, water), student loans, car insurance, health insurance, etc.
affordable housing to me means that when looking at our total household income we are able to live comfortable
Housing that is 30-40% of monthly income
So that we can comfortably enjoy life without living above our means.
An apartment that I can rent for around 700 a month or a house I can own for 100,000
I can live comfortably in a house I enjoy in an area that is safe and convenient.
Can easily pay for housing and have enough to "live."
A place to live that someone can own, as a first/ starter home in the community they grew up in, or live and work
in. Something that is to a higher standard than a "teardown" or a total "as-is" rehab.
housing for people that do not make enough money to shelter themselves & family due to a low salary career
A place where average wage-earners can afford to live.
under $300,000
A home priced that a person/family making the median local income or less could afford to buy.
Government subsidized housing for people at or below the poverty level.
Young people starting out and older people should be able to afford to live in our community.
Housing subsidized by the local, state or federal government for low income families
Housing that fits your budget
government funded, low rent housing
Subsidized housing
A house in a so, so neighborhood.
Subsiding/reducing the cost of housing based on the person's/family's income
I would typically imagine that meaning subsidized rent.
Housing that a person can pay for, and still pay the rest of their normal bills and expenses.
The housing options are not greater than the market will bear.
Housing that middle-income people can afford.
$250k for a 3 bedroom
People w/ Salaries under $50,000/year can comfortable own a house.
Less than 1/3 gross income
Government assisted, section 8 housing for those who qualify similar programs such as WIC, Welfare.
Housing costing 30% or less of your monthly take home income
Financially affordable to have housing and live within means
Low Income housing
Where civil workers teachers live.
Housing that is below median housing prices for a particular market.
Housing that you can actually afford making $60000 or less per and only having it be appoximately 25% of your

Being able to pay household bills and still be able to take care of my children..
Housing for people that are not rich
Be able to pay the mortgage with one third of monthly income
300k and under
Housing that is affordable for middle class locals.
That there are options for homes that couples with an average income can afford.
Small detached home
our children grew up East of the Cooper and they can not afford to buy here. One is a carpenter and our daughter
homes that are 150,000 and a young family just starting out can afford, my adult children had to purchase homes in
North Charleston so that they could eat and own a home at the same time.
<800.00/month
The price of a home within an equal radius to mt pleasant from downtown
Housing where the monthly rent or mortgage payment is 1/3 of the average gross income of Mt. Pleasant families.
Housing where teachers, police, service people, single moms can afford to live on a balanced budget.
A community having a mix of homes that are appropriate and affordable to people of different incomes.
Able to purchase, coming from a variety of economic backgrounds
Where 1 or 2 people making minimum wage can live a happy and productive life
That people can live within their means.
Housing which a family can afford w the median income
housing that's affordable for middle class families.
This is a poorly worded question. I'm not sure what you mean. What's affordable to a millionaire is very different
Low rent housing
I can save up for the house within a few years.
Within the purchasing power of persons attracted to a community.
not more than 30% of my net income
Available for a lower income family. I think it's making special accommodations and exceptions. And, I don't believe
Rental or ownership that can be achieved by a family earning medium income for the state.
Housing subsidized in some way so people with fixed or lower incomes can afford it.
I am the face of affordable housing, I work at CVS full time and can't live in the town. It is priced well above my
Housing payment is less than 37% of monthly take home pay
Someone making 50,000 or lest
Something the average American can afford
Less than $1,000 per month
To afford to purchase a home with 35% of gross income
Paying less than 1500/mo in rent or mortgage
Where (at least a portion)'of our teachers, police officers, firefighters and similar can live in MP. And where the
historical population of MP is not squeezed out by high prices and over development.
Not spending more than 30% of our monthly income on rent/mortgage.
$400,000-$500,000
Low to median income compatable
Reasonable for family of 4 to live in middle class income or below
Lower income and subsidized
Slums
Low income housing.
Housing that regular people can afford

A financially responsible person near the median household income is able to afford a home or rent.
low income housing
Apartments
Plethora of price points available
Affordable to buy
Being able to buy a house based on average income where you live.
Housing that could be affordable by a teacher's salary. I know that's not a real definition, but teachers generally are
on the lower end of the spectrum. And I believe teachers should be able to live near their school.
What the market demand and free market decided it is
No more than 1/4 of my gross monthly income
Service level personnel.
Something that is within ones budget & doesn't leave them in debt, if they're budgeting properly.
The purchase of a home based on income
Something a senior on a pension can afford
Individuals on limited income (or income under 50K per year) can still afford to either rent the unit or pay the
monthly mortgage for it. Service workers and seniors should be able to afford these units.
House prices that can be paid by working families.
One where families don't have to pens over 500000 to have a nice house in a safe neighborhood
This is a term utilized to manipulate the free market either by price restrictions or increased densities
Less than half my monthly income
Less than 30% of gross income
Usually means that people with lower incomes should be able to live in that area. Should mean that salaries of
Police, fire fighters and teachers can afford average household (less than 1/3 of take home pay towards average
Can afford monthly rent or mortgage payment without stretching family budget too thin.
Housing that I can pay for on my own with out help from my parents.
No more than 30% of disposable income to pay for housing.
What an average person can afford
Having housing in all price ranges. So having larger more expensive homes, but also having smaller "first time
The capacity of an individual to pay for s home maintaining a 33% debt ratio for their mortgage. I believe
teachers/city employees/police and fire-people should be able to "afford" a home in Mount Pleasant
It means that I don't have to work two jobs to pay the rent/mortgage and still be able to provide a basic
Range of housing types and prices in a range of rents/prices that all types of household income ranges can afford
Housing that will allow you to pay the rent on a fixed budget/income.
Where anyone working a full time job Can live in a community. Even if that job is minimum wage.
Affordable housing means housing that is subsidized by the government, like section 8
Around $159,000
Under $300k and NO HOA
housing that is priced to the median income level in the area.
1) Government housing with high crime in the neighborhood - generational welfare recipients who do nothing and
are not willing (or required!) to do anything to contribute to society but cause trouble or sponge off others through
welfare 2) NON-government Housing where only those under a certain personally generated through HONEST
WORK income level can live, safely. Rent based on their income tax reported income. 3) Where one doesn't have to
spend their monthly paycheck or work 2+ jobs just to pay the rent 4) Starter homes: small, modest, well made,
Housing that costs less than 25% of my income monthly.
Housing that can be purchased below the average cost of a home by for example: teachers, firemen.

Housing that can be rented or bought by all people who work in Mt Pleasant. There should be housing available in
all price points that working or retired people can afford.
Social engineering.
affordable for bottom thiid of wage earners, from 10-33 percentile
Quality housing that is not priced out of market.
Housing that is affordable for people who are upper middle class. Lower income people shouldn't expect to afford
to live so close to beaches, etc. Other areas near Charleston are more affordable for them.
Cost less than a third of take home pay
It means something that a single working mom can afford for a 2-bedroom. It means pricing that my workforce
can afford so that they don't have to live in Summerville and commute over an hour to work in Mount Pleasant.
No more than half of my monthly income
A home I am able to afford to pay for on my government salary.
Housing that allows people who work in the community to live in the community. Housing attainable by service
workers, teachers, nurses, police officers, fire fighters, young professionals, etc.
Payments that fit comfortably within my budget.
Housing that is affordable not to Mt. Pleasant's already comfortable middle and upper class, but to residents who
wish to join the middle class; costs low enough to be affordable to a single, working parent earning less than
Low income housing with high density
Housing that people who have typical workforce jobs can afford.
Housing that is affordable to someone just starting out who makes approximately $30,000 a year.
Being able to afford a mortgage and not be house poor.
Low cost unattractive buildings
That people earning the median local salary can afford homes
at least 1200 to 1500 SF that is at a price (mortgage or rent) monthly of $1,000 or less.
Being able to rent or buy with payments no more than 40% of total income
Houses I can afford without going broke.
Unavailable in Mount Pleasant
Affordable housing for the median salary made in that community
Accessible to services. Lower taxes. Miminimal upkeep. Alternative energy. Less than $500k
ADU's and other rentals
SECTION 8 HOUSING
Housing that a family with children can afford on $60,000 in annual income
rent that is reasonable compared to the rest of the country
low income
Young adults/ my kids can live in mt pleasant AND senior citizens can afford it too. For instance, as a senior citizen
in mt pleasant, if I try to downsize-sell my 4 bedroom house in snee farm, I cant afford any other housing in mt
That people if any income can buy or rent a decent home in a safe area with schools and grocery stores nearby.
I don't have the answer. I wish everybody with a full time job could afford a clean safe place to live. My children
grew up in Mt. P and complain that they can't afford to live here any more. There is no rental for under $1,000 a
month. For people with school loan payments and car payments that's too much. Can teachers who teach here
It means that it is affordable....actually affordable on a young professional's salary. For Mount Pleasant, the
affordable housing should be focused on young professionals. Mount Pleasant is where a lot of young
Housing provided for the poor and subsidized by the government (CharlestonWatch.com - Affordable Housing in
Housing under $250k
No more than 25-30% of budget

Affordable Housing - ability to live in a desirable location within personal budget and reason.
Housing that someone making an honest living ($40,000+) for a single individual, with no children, can afford to
live in an apartment in Mount Pleasant. I cannot find a place for less than $1200+ per month for a 700sq ft
Being able to purchase a house within my means.
rent that doesn't take up the majority of my paycheck. under $1,000 definitely (which is very hard to find- even for
studios!) but closer to $500-$700 which I know may be unreasonable considering the great location of Mt. Pleasant.
Affordable housing means that all types of incomes can live in the area. Not just the richest. There needs to be a
variety of income levels. Also, it means that the pillars of our community, police, fire and other Town employees can
Less than 25% monthly take home pay
that it takes up a reasonable percentage of your total annual income. Not sure what that standard is.
In line with the average for a city/town
Affordable housing means housing that the majority of young professionals can afford.
Affordable housing means not having to spend half or more of my bi-monthly pay check on rent.
Affordable means that it is less than 20% of my personal annual income. That doesn't exist in Mount Pleasant or
Being able to live where you want for less than half of one month's income
That people can pay for reasonable housing that meets their family's basic needs, without busting their total
budging, while also living reasonably close to other necessities like medical care, grocery, schools, and employment.
Housing that takes no more than 30 percent of the median income for the area or 30 percent of a person's income
Everything from 1960s-style failed projects to workforce housing to subsidized housing to poor quality to good
quality blended into a more expensive project. It's a vague term and used loosely.
Not starving to pay bills
Below "luxury"
Housing for persons or families with incomes at or below 120% of the area median income and with housing costs
of no more than 30% of the household monthly income.
Ghetto living
2 bed/ 1-1.5 bath around 650 monthly
Those who work in minimum wage jobs can afford the rent
one that middle class and below can afford
It means that you could buy a starter home, but all the town does is let the developers build are apartments that
Not paying more in rent then you make in a month. Not paying $1500 per more to rent.
Housing cost based on workforce average salary
A residence that is within your means to rent or purchase.
Being able to buy a house on a living wage.
Crime welfare big government
A house or apartment that a family could live in without roommates. A family of two working individuals.
Housing a person in their early 30s can buy on a mid-career salary
Housing prices for which my husband and I could get a mortgage.
Reasonably priced for the value offered
Housing that young professionals can afford. People who are just starting their careers.
Keep the cost of living equal to local salaries
rent or mortgage payments which are 25% or less of the income of a household
Somewhere to live while still being able to afford to live
Not a months wage
Being able to afford a house payment
Under $1000 for rent
Government subsidized housing options

$800/month
Housing that is affordable to even those making at or around minimum wage.
I RENT NOT OWN BECAUSE I CAN NOT AFFORD TO BUY NOW RENTAL RATES ARE GOING OUT OF SIGHT AND
Modest sized apartments, condos or single family homes (!,500 sq ft or less) where middle-lower middle class can
Makes up less than 1/2 of one person's monthly income in the household
Housing where rent is no more than 50% of a person's monthly paycheck. Affordable housing means parents don't
have to skimp just to pay a mortgage or rent to live in a desirable area.
Affordable - being able to afford, housing prices are jumping up expotentially in mount pleasant
Decent (attractive, clean, /structually sound modest apts or houses).... <$1500/month for rental....
Rent/house payment under $1,500
That people who have low wage jobs are able to live in the community.
It means that my rent or housing payments are less than 30% of my income.
Being able to purchase a house, while still saving for retirement
It means housing that you can afford and not go into debt trying to pay for it
A house that someone like a single teacher or nurse or office worker could afford without having to take in a
The average 26 year old being able to afford a house on their income.
a home a median income earner can afford
Housing that is affordable to people living right above the poverty line.
Having a house pay,net I can afford to pay with my income
Housing that accomodates both middle class and lesser salaried individuals.
Housing that will not require 90% of my pay check.
Initially low income, but is making more sense everyday
the term affordable speaks for itself. Asking this question is an insult to those that are educated.
low rent apartment units/communities
Reasonable
Paying my mortgage, taxes eating and still have enough to pay my health insurance
Living more than 25 miles from downtown Charleston
Within my budget.
Housing that matches what is earned
Housing that is affordable to the common person.
Affordable = one weeks paycheck for one months rent.
Housing that is realistically priced to ensure that people in an average income bracket can afford to purchase and
20% of monthly incom
Housing that a social services worker, police officer , or young teacher can afford. A home around $150,000 to
someone earning 2000 a month can afford to live there
Having the ability to purchase a house, not a trailer or apartment
Subsidized low-cost housing for lower-income folks that does not exceed a certain percentage (usually 30%) of
their gross income. Mif we are looking to provide housing for a family with an income of, say, $40,000/yr, it would
mean providing a home for roughly $1,100/mo. Also, just to clarify an earlier answer, I did not see "retired" as an
A range of middle class people can afford it
Housing in which someone growing up in Mt Pleasant can still afford to live in after high school.
A variety of low (800-1200$), middle (1200-2000$) and high (2000+$) rental to give our community and diverse
population to accommodate seniors, single parent and new graduates without jeprodizimg the small town quality
of life and increasing density at an uncontrolled rate. Large apartments and condos disrupt the small town feel

Less than 1/3 of my income will go to my "housing" costs. That is not the case, it is about 50%
A house under 300,000
Housing that all or most income levels can afford.
Affordable Housing means the elderly are not forced out of their homes, due to increased taxes or inability to
It means housing that people in service can afford. This would mean wait staff, restaurant staff, cleaners, drivers,
grocery store help. The tourist industry demands service, and service providers need homes.
A nice place to live that we can afford
Not having to work two jobs to pay my mortgage or any of the utilities. It also means that my zip code doesn't
effect my price of house. I grew up in the Old Villiage and can't afford to live in the town I was raised in. I had to
move to Goose Creek and leave everything I knew because the town is more interested in becoming Mount Plastic
or Mount Fake and allowing the builders to raise the price of housing so high. My parents bought there house in
the Villiage for $34,000 in 1987. That's when Mount Pleasant was just another small town. Affordable means I
don't have to give up my childhood so others can move in and drive the price of housing up. Why is the Rec Dept
30-35% of income spent on housing
Housing that allows for typical mortgage payments not exceeding 30% of net income
Fair well built homes at a charleston county average price
Ability of cops and firefighters to live where they work.
Workforce housing. Housing that's cost fall within safe ranges per month in relation to gross income.
Housing for civil servants of our town
An amount consistent with the local median income qualifications.
A home where the rent is within a reasonable price range of ones income.
Housing that those in the retail or services industry can afford to live and work in the same community.
Within a practical budget.
Housing that a family of police officers or teachers can afford
Can afford bills grocery and mortgage
A way to round out a community with teachers, nurses, firemen. A way to bring "normal" and diversity that is
That middle class can afford a home.
Housing that serves families that meet certain income caps
House or rent payment is less than 30 percent of income.
Small enough to live. Tiny houses are nice
Section 8
$150,000-$250,000
Something someone in my income bracket can afford.
Entry level, price based as a percentage of applicant income.
Payments that are affordable and allow a person to live the 10/10/80 rule - allowing for savings.
Affordable homes available for teachers, police officers and other essential jobs in our community.
Being able to have a house that cost 25% of my income
A place that is not extravagant, but practical and nice enough to take pride in while also being realistically
attainable taking into consideration the high cost of living in general in Mount Pleasant.
Housing that can be purchased by lower to middle classes.
that you still have money to pay bills and eat food comfortably
Comfort
Affordable for people at or near the bottom of the economical scale
That housing is affordable.
A place to live for monthly payments not e exceeding 30-40% of monthly income.

Housing prices that are accessible to occupations that serve our community, i.e. nurses, teachers, hospitality and
1/3 of monthly income.
Being able to live a "normal" life without having to spend 50% of my income on housing and housing related
expenses. Would be nice if I could afford to live in a actual house. I would recommend researching what other
resort towns do for affordable housing options. Please look at Breckenridge Colorado. They are not perfect but
Housing you could afford on one income or retirement.
The definition of affordable by lenders based on gross income.
Housing options for all socio-economic classes being available.
You may buy a home, afford to save for retirement and college tuition, eat dinners out, go to movies, etc.
Cheaper than mount pleassant
People who work in MP that can't afford living here can because a certain % of hosing is made "affordable" with tax
No more than 25% of my income
Diverse Housing opportunities attainable to residents of different income levels, including those at minimum wage.
Being able to comfortably afford rent/mortgage with current income.
Single housing rentals should be available under $100.00/per sq ft. Some of us are not in the position to buy a
2-3 bedroom, good neighborhood that isn't over $300k
<$1500@ month
Housing that is within reach of first time home buyers.
It means there is a subsidy from developer or town to provide below market monthly rental.
Subsidize housing
That civil servants of our community could afford to live within our city limits, on what we pay them. Teachers,
Attainable housing for young professionals just starting out, in addition to the older generation, and below-average
Housing that is affordable so that all parts of the town's workforce can afford to live in the town limits.
Renting or buying at a rate where monthly payments are within reason of the average working citizen's paycheck.
Workforce housing. Firemen, police, teachers, government employees
A house that I can afford. A house that the average man and woman can afford together on a combined salary.
a home that I can comfortably afford to buy or rent

If you purchased a home in Mount Pleasant today, what sales price would you
consider affordable?
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275000
275000

275000
300000
300000
300000
300000
300000
300000
300000
300000
300000
300000
300000
300000
300000
300000
300000
300000
300000
300000
300000
300000
300000
300000
300000
300000
300000
300000
300000
300000
300000
300000
300000
300000
300000
300000
300000
300000
300000
300000
300000
300000
300000
300000
300000
330000

350000
350000
350000
350000
350000
350000
350000
350000
350000
350000
350000
350000
350000
350000
350000
350000
350000
350000
350000
350000
350000
350009
360000
400000
400000
400000
400000
400000
400000
400000
400000
400000
400000
400000
400000
400000
400000
400000
400000
400000
400000
400000
400000
425000
450000

450000
450000
450000
450000
450000
450000
450000
450000
450000
500000
500000
500000
500000
500000
500000
500000
500000
500000
500000
600000
600000
700000
750000
800000
$ 100,000- $150,000
$100-$150 thousand.
$100,000 - $200,000
$100,000 or less
$100,000 to $200,000 range. City is taking away small rentals that were even affordable so
dev. Can build $500,000 homes. Example Vincent Dr.
$100.000-140.000
$120,000 or under
$150 - $225K
$150,000 - $175,000
$150,000 - $200,000
$150,000 -$200,000
$150,000-$200,000
$150,000-$200,000
$150,000-$250,000 for a 3bd/3ba
$150,000.00 to $200,000.00
$150,000-175,000
$150,000-180,000
$150,000-200,000
$150-200,000
$150K

$155,000 and less
$170,000 - $180,000
$175k
$175K
$200, 000 or $250, 000 for a 4 bedroom 2.5 bathroom
$200, 000 or below
$200,00 for my income level. 100,00 - 150,00 if you are a single parent.
$200,000 - $250,000
$200,000 - $300,000
$200,000 or less
$200,000 or less
$200,000 to $250,000
$200,000 to 400,000
$200,000.00 - $275,000.00
$200,000-this is practically impossible to find in Mount Pleasant currently. It is very difficult
for single young professionals to purchase homes in Mount Pleasant. Dual incomes are
needed for most homes.
$200.00 and under.
$200000 to $350000
$200-350k
$200K
$200k
$200K
$200K
$200k-$250k
$200K-300K
$225K
$250,000 - $400,000
$250,000 and below
$250,000 for a 3 bedroom home.
$250,000 for a four bedroom house! You also don't have police, fire or EMS listed as a
job from your list!
$250,000 for a single family detached home
$250,000 or less
$250,000 to $300,000
$250,000 with no ridiculous HOA or Regime Fees.
$250,000-$300,000
$250,000-300,000
$250,000-300,000
$250-300k
$250K
$250k
$250k and NO HOA
$280K
$300-$400,000

$300-$400k
$300,000 - $350,000
$300,000 but you can't find a home for that price. If I had to purchase a home today I
wouldn't be able to afford Mt. Pleasant.
$300,000 max
$300,000-$250,000$
$300,000-$400,000
$300,000-325,000.
$300-350
$300-400k
$300K
$300k
$300k
$300k-$400k
$325K
$350-$400
$350,000 and up but what is affordable for me is not affordable for others $150,000
$350,000 for 1900-2000 sqft
$350,000.00 - $450,000.00
$350,000-450,000. Affordable for me or as general affordable housing?
$350k
$350k
$350k
$350k-400k
$360,000 although this is definitely a stretch for my family due to other debts (student
loans, etc.)
$400-$500K
$400,000 - $800,000
$400,000 (Median Sales Price of 183 homes from May 16 to Aug 17, 2016 - ERA Wilder
Realty - era.com)
$400,000 or less
$400,000 total cost of home- Mortgage to be about $2000 per month
$400,000-$500,000
$400K
$450,000-$900,000
$500-$600K
$500-700k
$70,000 to $150,00
$700k
$750K
?
<$250,000
<300,000
<650K
>$300,000

100,000 - 130,000
100,000-125,000
100K
125,00-150,00
1300 mortgage a month is what I know is manageable
150,000.00-250,000
150,000-175,000
150,000-200,000
150K
155,000-185,000
160,000-210,000
175,00 - 250,00
175,000-2000,000
175k
190000-200000
200 000
200 to 250 thousand dollars
200,00 - 300,000
200,000 - 300,000
200,000 - 280.00
200,000 or less
200,000 or under
200,000 range
200,000. This is rare in Mt. Pleasant for a 3 bedroom home or more.
200,000-250,000
200,000-250,000
200,000-300,000
200000-300000
200-250
200-250,000
200-250,000
200-250k for a 3 bedroom or 4 bedroom house
200-400,000
200K
200k
200k
200k
200k
200k to 400k
2-3 MM
240,000 to 350,000
250 - 400,000.00
250 to 300 Ks
250,000 - 350,000....which does not exist
250,000-290,000

250,000-300,000
250,00-300,00 only because we are looking at homes currently and this is what I know we
would be able to afford as first time home buyers. We are having a very difficult time
trying to find housing in this price range in Mt. Pleasant. We are not looking for a condo
or town home.
250-300
250-450
250-500K
250k
250k
250K
250K
250k
250K - 280K
250k and above depending Inlocation, size and condition of the home.
250k and below
250k-300k
275,000-300,000
280,000-325,000
2bedroom $200k
3 BR, 2 BA in a neighborhood with a pool 300,000
300,000 - 500,000
300,000 for a 3 bedroom.
300,000 for me.... Much less (<2000,000) for young people just launching their adult lives
(post college, newly weds, young families) or fixed income folks
300,000-350,000
300,000-350,000
300-350k
300-400
300k
300k
300K
300k
300k
300k
300K
400,000- $600,000
400,000 or less
400,000-500,000

400-500k
400k
450k
50,000-125,000

500,000 to 650,000 But that would be with the sake of our current home
500-700
80,000-135,000
800k
800k personally
A $1500 monthly payment on top of the equity in my current home.
A monthly mortgage price that would be 1/4 of my monthly pay. As a teacher in
Charleston County that isn't much.
Affordable for my family and our income along with other student loan debt, etc. would
be around 200,000. I work for CCSD and earn a teaching salary. My husband is in public
service as well, under Charleston County Fire, he is working in the District of Awendaw.
Our income does not allow us to live in the areas we serve.
Affordable for our budget. $300-$325K
Affordable law to me $400,000
Anything under $200,000
around $180,000
Around 300,000
Because of my husband's earnings combined with mine, I am able to live in Mt. Pleasant. If
my husband were to die, or if I were never to have married I would not be able to live in
Mt. P. on a teacher's salary.
Below $150,000
Below 300K
between 75K and 100K
considering my income and today's interest rates, about $300,000
Current pricing of homes
Depending on interest rates, I could afford a home that costs in the low 200Ks. But, I
would also have to sell my current home before making a purchase of a new home.
Depends on size and age of home, but a 3 bedroom, 2 bath house should cost $300,000$315,000.
Depends on the house, but for a 2b/2br around $150,000
Depends on the income. My income alone would be in the $100,000's. With husband 2
to 3 hundred thousands
Depends on who is buying. If I bought a house I would consider $450,000-50,000 to be
affordable but that is just our financial situation.
Depends what the medium HHI is
For a first time home buyer trying to live here I would say 150,000.00 realistically it is
$350,000 and up.
For me in the 3 - hundred thousand range, but for beginning teachers, I would think in the
50 - 150 thousand range.
For our family, it would be around $350k or less. But, to be truly affordable for more to
own, it should be under $200,000.
For our household...$250,000
For what? 400k for 2500 square feet, 3+ bedrooms and 2+ baths
For who, me or lower income. Me, 400,000, lower income 150,000.
ha! less than $250,000.

Housing under $350,000
I am a teacher in Mt Pleasant. I bring home less that 30,000 a year. Affordable for me
would owning a home that is less than $250,000 or being able to rent something for $800.
I can afford all homes in Mt. Pleasant. Our town needs housing starting at $200k.
I cannot afford a home in Mt. Pleasant. It is all over priced.
I cannot afford to buy a home in the community which I serve. I rent a room in a house
and have roommates.
I cannot afford to buy, I need affordable rental propreties
I cannot afford to live in Mt. P. I purchased my house for $175,000.
I can't afford a house and don't know much about the market.
I dont know how to answer this.
I just purchased one last year and was only able to afford $310,000 and it takes every
penny that I have and I am not able to afford anything but necessities.
I own my home
I suspect even "affordable" homes in Mt Pleasant won't be all that affordable.
I will be on a fixed income in 5 years, so my answer to this question would be from such a
perspective. A particular dollar amount is not a figure I can see at this time, but I would
like to see housing affordable for one on a fixed income. As it is now, unless I can get my
mortgage rate reduced by refinancing (which, at my age, is not a good choice to make
since I will be on a fixed income soon), I will have to leave the area and move elsewhere.
I would never buy my house in Mt P again. You can buy much more house for your $ in
other places
I wouldn't purchase a home today.
If I was a $40k/year job, and single...$250k and under.
I'm one of the winners in this lottery. I bought my house in 1987 for $84,000. It is now
valued at $477,000 on Zillow.
It depends on the type of housing. Generally speaking, I think 100K would be affordable.
It would be 100,000-150,000 if I was awarded sure funding.
It would need to be in the $200,000 range, but there aren't any houses out there in that
range here.
It's all relative. I know what houses cost.... and anything under 400,000 seems affordable,
in comparison to the rest of the market. However, a mortgage on a 400, 000 house is quite
a lot. That's a tough question. In another market, a 200,000 house would be "affordable"
and much more reasonable.
It's too expensive in Mt. Pleasant and we are in a position where we need to sell our home
and move out of Mt. Pleasant to make ends meet. It is a challenge to live off of a teacher
salary in Mt. Pleasant.
Just purchased a town house in May. $250,000 was the max we could afford. It was hard
to find something in that range for a family. But $250,000 is not what I would Consider
"affordable".
Less than $200,000.
less than $200K

Less than $250,000
Less than 150K
Less than 200,000
Less than 300k
Less than 300k
Max $250,000
Maximum $100,000
Maybe!
My situation is different - I am a single mother - father of my child is disabled and unable
to contribute financially. I am unable to afford anything in Mount Pleasant and only have a
home due to family help.
My wife and I are both teachers and we have three young children. We really struggle
financially and have for some time. it is very discouraging and I constantly consider leaving
the field of education. We are very frugal, drive old cars, don't have cable, etc. but can't
make it here in Mt. Pleasant. To me.. affordable would have to be under $200,000 or
$1,200 a month. That would still be a challenge for us.
N/A
N/A, I guess for someone with $$$ moving here, $300K would be affordable, but not in my
income level. My range is $200,000 and that is really no longer possible.
No
No more than $400,000
none
none
None because Mount Pleasant and affordable houes does exist in the same sentence. If
they had it however $100-250k
None, I am a student who lives with their parents.
None. We are looking outside of mount pleasant after renting and living here for years
because my educators salary cannot buy a single family home
Not being house poor
Not higher than $400,000.
not many - homes are overpriced in Mt. Pleasant - I am fortunate that I became a
homeowner 20+ years ago when prices were still reasonable
Not sure
Not sure if this question is asking what my family could afford or what is "affordable" in
light of my answer above.
Not sure with taxes and utilities.
Not sure. Mt p outprices many other areas of charleston
nothing in mt pleasant
One would be hard pressed to find a single family home in Mount Pleasant for under
$300,000.00. A well built 2-3 bedroom single family home could be constructed for less
than $150,000.00. This is affordable for a full-time professional such as a teacher.
Our income puts us well above average, so this question is not applicable.
personally, $400K
Personally, 200,000 is what is "affordable", and I would say somewhere below $300,000
price range.

poorly worded question. I can afford over $500k. When I moved here in 2000, the same
house cost under $200k.
Redundancy whe you cannot come up with the down payment.
See answer above
somewhere under 200,000
sp far from being able to purchase. Just wish I could rent something in Mt Pleasant
That depends upon your income.
That would depend one what I did for work. When my husband and I were looking for our
first home in fall 2012, we wanted to spend no more than $250,000 for south Mount
Pleasant and wanted 3-4 bedrooms. We ended up spending $285,000 for a 3 bedroom
home in Park West instead. The bank would have approved us up to $400,000, but we
refused to consider anything over $300,000. According to Zillow, our home is now worth,
$340,000 at current market rates. We're very glad we were able to buy when we did.
The question in my opinion has no relevance. What is the gross income of the people we
want to provide affordable housing for?
There are no affordable homes in Mount Pleasant. Anything under $200,00 is bought up
by renovators that will turn around and sell it for $400,000 or more.
There aren't any
This isn't an option for me. There are no homes with an affordable price for purchase for a
single wage earner such as myself. But, perhaps the high 100's or low 200's if such a price
range were available.
Twice your annual income, or $150 000
Unclear question. MP is an ideal location so the housing prices should rightly be higher
than other areas. However, like Daniel Island has done, MP should have section 8 housing
that's rent controlled for those who work here to be able to afford to rent.
Under $150,000
under $200,000
Under $200,000
Under $200000
Under $250,000
Under $250,000
Under $250,000
under $300,000
Under $300,000
Under $300,000 for 2-3 bedrooms and 2-4 baths. This would be stand alone house, not a
town home or something attached.
Under $300,000.
Under $300K
Under $320,000 since that is roughly the cap on FHA loans.
Under $60,000
under 200,000.00
Under 250,000
Under 300K

Under 400,000
We could afford $275,000 for our family.
We just purchased our house last year for $375,000. That was affordable to us, but I would
say that an affordable home would be under $200,000 for most families.
We purchased a home last year that cost $320,000. Our monthly mortgage is affordable to
us. What was a struggle was raising the down payment.
Well in MTP, affordable is the $300,000-$350,000 price range.
WISH I COULD

If you were renting a home or apartment in Mount Pleasant today, what monthly
rent would you consider affordable?
350
500
500
500
500
500
500
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
700
700
700
700
700
700
700
700
750
750
750
750
750
750
750
800
800
800
800
800

800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
850
850
850
850
850
900
900
900
900
900
900
900
900
900
900
900
900
900
900
900
900
900
900
900

950
950
950
975
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1100
1100
1100
1100
1100
1100
1100
1100
1100
1100
1100
1100
1100
1100
1150
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200

1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1220
1250
1250
1250
1250
1300
1300
1300

1300
1300
1300
1350
1400
1400
1400
1400
1400
1400
1400
1400
1400
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500

1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1600
1600
1600
1600
1700
1750
1750
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2200
2200
2200
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500

2500
2500
3000
3000
3500
4000
4000
11100
350000
800000
$1,000 a month
$1,000 and below
$1,000 for 2 bedrooms
$1,000 for a 2 bed 2 bath condo and $1500 for a single family home
$1,000 for a 2/3 bedroom
$1,000 plus utilities or less. Even that is pretty high, considering there would probably be
$200 in utilities....which is $14,400 just in rent/utilities every year. Its like throwing money
out of the window.... It would also be great if there was a cap on lease agreements if you
want to renew your same unit. For example, if someone wants to renew the same
apartment they can keep the same rate, rather than raising it by several hundred dollars.
And this rate could apply for three years or something.
$1,000-$1,200
$1,000/month
$1,000-1,200
$1,200 - $1,600
$1,200 for a 2bd apartment $1,500-$1,800 for a 3bd house
$1,200 or less
$1,200-1,500
$1,250 per month, 2 bdr 2 bath
$1,500 for a 3 bedroom apartment
$1,500 or less.
$1,500/mo
$1,800/ month
$1000 - $1200 for a 3 bed home
$1000 - I'm not comfortable with more than half my salary going to rent
$1000 / month
$1000 for 3 bedrooms
$1000 for a 1 bedroom apartment; $2000 for a home.
$1000 for a 3 bedroom apartment
$1000 or less
$1000 or less
$1000 or less
$1000 per month
$1000-$1150
$1000, $1200

$1000-1,200mo
$1000-1200
$1000-1800, depending upon size, number of bedrooms, location.
$1100 - $1500
$1200 a month
$1200 a month.
$1200 monthly
$1200 or less
$1200 or less
$1200 or less for a home and apartment for $800 or less.
$1200. Or less
$1200/ month
$1200/month
$12OO
$1300.00-$1400.00
$1400 for 2 people / $1000 for 1
$1400-$1500
$1500 3BR
$1500 all inclusive
$1500 for me....much less for young adults or fixed income folks
$1500 or less
$1500 per month or less for our family. We are a family of 5. But, it should be closer to
$800 per month to be more affordable for most.
$1500-$2000
$1500-$2200
$1500-$3000 (depending on size)
$1500/mo
$1500/month at the MOST. That is higher than my mortgage and I know it is hard to find
this.
$1800 - $2000 for three bedroom
$1800.00 a month.
$1800.00/month
$1800-2500.
$2,000 for a 3 BR place
$2,000 monthly
$2000-$3000
$2500-3000
$2500-3500
$450, but there are zero places to rent at that price.
$500 a month
$500 a month
$500 for a one bedroom atleast.
$500 max
$500-$750
$5-600

$600 - $650 is the max per person. For example, Hibben Ferry is more than $1,400 for a
two bedroom. That is not affordable.
$600- $800 for an apartment. $800- $1,200 for a house.
$600 for a small family
$600 per bedroom
$600 to $1000 a month
$600-$700
$600.00 to $800.00
$600.00 with a roommate (2 bed, 2 bath) & $800.000 alone (1 bed, 1 bath or studio)
$600-700
$600-800 for an apartment, $1000-1500 for a home
$695-$1200
$700 - $1500
$700 a month
$700 per month
$700-$1,000
$700-$900 for a 2/1 and 2/2 respectively.
$700-1000
$700-900 for 3 bedroom
$750 for a 1 bedroom $850 for a 2 bedroom
$750 for one bedroom $1,200 for 2 bedroom
$750-$1,000 (depending on sq. ft)
$750-$900 a month on 2-3 bedroom apartment or townhouse.
$750/month
$750-1000
$750-800
$800 - $1,000
$800 - $1200
$800 for 2+ bedroom.
$800 for a 1BR, 1000 for a 2BR
$800 for a 2 bedroom
$800 month
$800 per month maximum rent for a one bedroom, one bathroom.
$800-$1,000
$800-$1000
$800-$1200 range
$800.00 month
$800.00 to $1000.00
$800/month
$800/month
$800-1000 I rented about 8 years ago and a two bedroom was $600 a month, that same
place rents for $1400 a month now. They are about 35 years old and are asking that
much!! Really?
$800-900
$850 - $1000

$850.00-950.00
$870/month
$900 for a 1br/1ba.... $1200 for a 2br/2ba
$900 or less
$900-$1100 per month
$900-$1500
<$1000
<1000.00/month
<1500
<1500 month
<800.00/month
1 bedroom - 700 2 bedroom - 900 3 bedroom - 1300
1 bedroom- Under $1000 total
1,000 per bedroom.
1,200 and under
1,200 or under
1,200 or under
1,200.00 per month
1,200-1,400
1,200-1,500
1000 a month
1000 a month for 2br
1000 for 2 bed 2 bath
1000 or less. Anything less is not achievable by a one salary household.
1000 per month
1000.00 or under
1000/mo
1000/month
1000-1300 a month
1100 - 1500
1100 for a 2 bedroom.
1100 for home
1100 or less
1100.00/month
1200 a month
1200 for a two bedroom
1200 or less
1200.00 per month
1300 a month
1327 is what I pay
1500 is what I pay now, and it is not reasonable, considering it is 1100 square feet; in
Summerville, I paid 900 on a mortgage that was for an acre of land and 1400 square feet
1500-1700
1500-2000$

1600-1800
1BR $900/month
2 bedroom $1000
2 br $1200
2000/month
2000-2500 for a 3-4 bedroom home
2000-3000
2000k
500 per bedroom
500-750
550.00 -600.00
600 monthly
600-800 per month less than $1k
675-800
700 to 900 per month
700.00 or less
700.00-800.00
700-750
700-800 dollars
800 - 1100
800 - 1500
800 dollars
800-1,200
800-1000.00
800-1100
800-1200
800-1200 a month.
850/mo
900 or less
900 to 1700
900.00 - 1300.00
900-1200
A monthly mortgage price that would be 1/4 of my monthly pay. As a teacher in
Charleston County that isn't much. Can we spend more time and resources figuring out
how to pay our teachers more?
A one bedroom $600-$650 with utilities
Affordable to me? $1500.00
again, depends on your income
Again, for a beginning teacher maybe $500 - $1000 per month.
Again, it's all relative. I understand that rent is really high here in Mt. Pleasant. Anything
under 1500 a month would be reasonable, but I know there are houses in my
neighborbood that are renting for 2200/month and up. That seems unaffordable, but lots
of people are renting them.
again, poorly worded. for me? $3000 per month is affordable for rent. When I moved
here in 2000, we paid $725 for a 2bedroom apartment,

Another unclear question. My salary allows a higher rent than what "affordable" is likely
intended in this question. Doing the math it seems affordable to get a 2BR place for
$850/month.
Apartment 650.00 House $1200.00
apt = $500 for 1 bedroom
around 800-1,000
around $1,000
Around $1000.00 per month. But I know most places are way more.
Around $1200
Around $800 for a single apartment, $1200 for 2-3 bedrooms.
Average cost of one-bedroom apartment in Charleston is $1,140 (Warren Wise P&C 5/14/16).
Bad question. To me, an affordable rent would be $700
Below 1150
Currently rates
Depend on age and size of home, but a 3 bedroom, 2 bath single family home should run
$1400-1500.
depending upon number of bedrooms $800-$900
Depends on room number.
depends on the number of bedrooms
depends on the size of the home. Mt. Pleasant is too expensive.
for a 2 bedroom $1,200
for a 2 bedroom, $1,000
For a family of 4 - $1,500
For a one bedroom i would say $650
For a studio, around $600
For renters I know it would be under 800 a month
I consider $1500 affordable. 1500sq foot homes rent for 2500-3k in the Old Village. Do I
expect everyone to be able to live in the Old Village? No, I don't. Is it okay to want to live
somewhere you can't afford? Yes, it is.
I currently pay slightly over $1,000.00 for a single bedroom and single bathroom. It's too
expensive and I can't afford anything higher than that since that's the equivalent of one
paycheck.
I don't know. It would take careful planning.
I own my home
I pay$1,000 a month for my mortgage.
I rented for 3 years before buying and paid $1000/month for a decent 2/2 in Mt. Pleasant.
I believe those condos now go for $1200-$1500. For a house, probably $2000.

I would hope to spend no more than $1,000 per month for for me plus a paying
roommate or significant other in a two bedroom unit with on-site (not in unit) laundry
access. When we left our apartment in 2012, it was about to be renovated (Parish Place
apartments). At the time we paid about $750 for a two bedroom unit. It was older, but it
worked and the location was great. I think today that apartment (now with in-unit laundry
and probably new wood floors and granite kitchen counters instead of laminates)
probably runs about $1,500 per 2 bedroom unit. I have no idea how people just a few
years younger than I find affordable places to live.
I would not move to Mt. Pleasant and rent. I would stay where I am. I currently own my
home and make a mortgage payment each month.
I would not rent.
I would not rent. Places in my condo complex that are under 900 sq feet rent for 11-1200,
which is out of my price range
If I were renting an apartment in Mount Pleasant, I would consider a monthly rent of $700
or less to be affordable.
In two years, my income will change and I will need to move to no more than $850
inlcuding insurance.
individually-$800 max. As a teacher or single parent, I could not afford more than that on
my salary. Currently, there are a couple teachers working at my school who make $1600 or
less a month, who must rent an apartment/home with multiple roommates in order to
make ends meet. This is ridiculous in Charleston or Mount Pleasant. You shouldn't have to
live 30-45 minutes away from where you work just to afford to live daily.
Less than $1,000
less than $1k
Less than $800 for a single
Less than $800 with utilities included.
Less than 1k
Less than a 1000.00
Max $1,000
My current space is 2 bedrooms and $1100/mo. without utilities. I recently rented the
second bedroom to assist me with the cost. If I lived alone, I'd be able to pay $800/mo.
alone.
N/a
n/a
No more than $800/mo.
Not certain
Not really sure but maybe $600.
Not sure when considering all people's incomes in terms of what is a level to make it
affordable. For me personally, I would say less than $1000 a month.
Nothing over $900. Less would be better.
On my income? It would need to be less than $1,000.00
Really depends on what you're looking for to be comfortable. I would say 500.00-700.00
for a three bedroom with 2 1/2 bathroom.
Same as above. We can afford much more than the average.

See above.
See answers 9
seniors (who are on ficed income) 500 a month apts 1000 homes 2000
Single $700/month Double $1200-1500/month
Single family homes rent from 1500-3000 in Mount Pleasant, with homes on the lower
range especially rare. More typical for a SFH is around 2000. Affordable for a teacher is
more like 1200/month.
To me, affordable would be $800 for at least a 2/3 bedroom. This way, I could actually
afford to do upgrades and live in a safe house free of mold.
Under $1,000 but we know that's not the case here in Mt Plastic
Under $1,000 for renting
Under $1,200
Under $1000
Under $1000 per occupant
Under $1200
Under $1300
Under $1750
under 1000.00 mo
Under 1000/month
Under 1200$
up to $950
We currently pay 1070 a month which we consider affordable and it allows us to save so
that we can buy soon.
We paid $1850 for a small 3 bedroom 1 level home. Our mortgage was $2000 for a 4
bedroom 2 story home. Anything over $1500 for a home and $900 for an apartment is
greedy!
Would not rent

Do you think the Town of Mount
Pleasant government should be
involved in facilitating affordable or
workforce housing?
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Why?

Because the commute is too costly and combined with childcare we
would have to live under a bridge.
What better way to guarantee it goes to the right people?
It's ok for town to support it but I can't think of a program worth
spending town resources where it will work.
Because they are the same people driving prices ever higher
The people who work hard to make this community run should be
able to live here without "breaking the bank".
It limits the people that can live in an area. It does not allow low
income children to attend good schools.

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes

Every one should be able to live in the community where they work.
Survival of the fittest seems to be the motto here in MP. Grows
character, makes people work harder, keeps crime rate lower.
I think it's important for teachers to live in communities they teach.
However, I simply can not or my family will go without.
I think people will buy, stay a year and sell at a higher price.
the workforce of teachers, nurses, police, fire department: those
professions are important to the city but many of those professionals
do not make enough to afford to live in the same town in which they
work
Government should stay out of it!
Let the market decide
Everyone NEEDS housing.
Traffic continues to get worse because so many people have to
commute from where they can afford to live to the place they work

No
Yes

Maintaining a diverse workforce, culture & neighborhood
environment contributes to a well-rounded society

Yes

I think this is especially important for teachers and police officers.
When most communities begin to offer "affordable housing" it turns
into projects for people who didn't go to college, are
disabled/unwilling to work. For me it has been very difficult to find
affordable housing. Even with a roommate I am struggling to pay all
my bills. I got sick last year, and the money I've spent in co-pays, etc.
wiped out my savings. I work teaching 5 days a week, and every
Saturday and Sunday I keep up with a second job in retail. You want
people who take care of your children and the safety of your town to
be fresh and alert when they are at work, not exhausted from all the
extra they have to do to make ends meet. I sometimes go 6 weeks
without a single day off. If something doesn't change soon, I plan to
leave the Charleston area, and teaching.

Yes
No
Yes

Yes

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Housing costs have ballooned due to demand, most of the work force
in Mt P can't afford to live there without over extending financially or
drastically altering their quality of life.
Simply put, the prices here are outrageous. And with traffic commutes
getting worse, it's too much to ask people to work here when they
can't afford to live here. Mt. P is nice but the prices don't match the
quality.
It is not the governments place to interfere with the housing market. A
location's desirability & marketability should not be decreased for that
reason.
as a teacher I have no option of bonuses or extra tips
Why? Because everyone does not have the job to fit the cost of living
here in Mount Pleasant.
Because I have work in Mt P for 26 yrs.
Because I would like to live where I work to avoid traffic.
Because we are out pricing ourselves...it's awful!

Those that work for government entities such as schools, fire stations,
police department, etc. can't afford to live in the town they work.
Families need help!

No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
No
Yes

I love our community and schools and feel affordable housing would
greatly diminish the values in our area. Residents are here because
they work hard to provide for their families and I do not feel we
should have to pay higher property taxes and continue to overcrowd
schools when there is plenty of affordable housing in the charleston
and north charleston areas, close to public transportation. With the
huge growth in Mount Pleasant it is already becoming more and more
crowded and the infrastructure is already having difficulties
supporting this growth.
I need help getting a mortgage
The housing costs in Mt. Pleasant are astronomical. I work in and
serve a community that I cannot comfortably afford to live in.
Everyone does not have a high paying job and everyone needs
appropriate /safe housing
Mt. Pleasant prices are extremely inflated. Affordable housing that is
available tends to be in deplorable (tear-down) conditions.
Homes keep increasing in value and families who have been in the MP
area for years as the children get older the are forced to move
elsewhere !
I am uncertain what this means. If you are going to help out teachers,
for instance, yes, for you pay us like paupers for the service we
provide. If you are going to provide it to just anyone, I am not certain.
It would depend on the criteria you use to give the houses to people.
Because I can't afford to live in the community I teach in.
We need workers of all income levels in Mt. P. They should have
somewhere they can live here.
I am a teacher. Before I got married, I had to live with my mother
because I could not afford even an apartment in Mt. Pleasant. Now, i
am a homeowner (bought home for $250,000 7 years ago) and we still
have debt and have family assistance monthly lot make ends meet.
My husband and I both work full time and have masters degrees.
Affordable housing would create a diverse community.
It would be better for many people if they could live and work in the
same area.

Yes
No
No
Yes

Because middle class families working in Mt. Pleasant will make too
much to live in them but not be able to live in Mt Pleasant because of
the cost of housing.

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

The town's professional work force struggles to live in Mt. Pleasant
where they work.
Otherwise, developers will continue to cram as many people as
possible into Mt. Pleasant. This town used to have a wonderful smalltown feel to it. That is GONE!
to help regulate. However just to a minimum. Don't want to much
Government involved.
We are becoming a community of retirees and weathy and do not
provide transportation for employees
Mt. P is becoming to affluent and crowded.
Everybody deserves quality and safe housing in a safe neighborhood
I think they should consider this when planning the town.
Prices of housing are way too high. Upper classes are really the only
people who can live here.
If I wasn't married and didn't have a second income in my houshold, I
would never be able to rent an apartment by myself, let alone afford a
home. I am a professional educator with 13 years of experience and
wouldn't be able to live on my own (and have any money to do
anything extra) with my salary :(
They "ok" new developments.
To allow families that are not wealthy to live here
I think it is important for people to be able to live and work in the
same town or at least close to it, within 10 miles
We experienced trouble finding my mom who is on a fixed income a
place, Daniel Island and downtown charleston were only places with
housing
too expensive to live in this area
People cannot afford to live in the town they work in if not as we are
being priced out of the market.
We all have to learn and work our way up to being a homeowner.
because our working citizens deserve a chance to be able to stay in
Mt Pleasant

Yes
Yes
Yes

I don't think private sector business has incentive to develop lower
income housing.

Yes

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Because otherwise consumers are left to the devices of providers and
providers, being the owner of the goods and services, can set prices
wherever they want. Mt. Pleasant would eventually become an area
solely for the elite and there would be a huge lack of the awesome
diversity that we as locals love in our constituents.
The town in facilitating growth in Charleston so they should also have
a hand in bringing affordable housing
Fix our roads, make Mt. Pleasant safer, do I need to go on?
This is a very diverse community, often time that is overlooked by
residents who are new to Charleston.
Because they should help to control our town's footprint.
There are too many families that are unable to find affordable housing
in Mount Pleasant.
because we would not be able to afford housing if we had just moved
to the area
I believe in small government and would hate to see taxes raised and
result in a poor allocation of funds. Affordable housing typical means
cheap housing. Even though I still cannot afford to buy a home in Mt.
Pleasant I probably would choose not to live in this "affordable
housing."
If people can afford to live here, they would
Because we are contributing to the community as paying citizens.
It is getting out of hand
housing, taxes and insurances have all risen, while many SC residents
salaries are not commensurate.
Because the prices are out of control
It is their job!
Currently pricing out local residents
Public transportation is not widely available, so support/service
employees find it difficult to work in Mt. Pleasant and live eleswhere
It is the role of government to insure the well being of citizens and
protect their rights to property.

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

It is very difficult to live here when you work for the state or
government and if you are single.
Because it would just be an extra tax on tax payers.
To help dual-educator households.

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Average people who grew up and work here cannot afford to live
here!
people cannot live in Mt P and work in Mt.P
People who work in Mount Pleasant can not always afford to live here
as well.
A strong community is a diverse community.
We want a healthy vibrant community of mixed incomes and races.
We do not want to be exclusive as Mt. Pleasant in know for.
Everyone should be welcome and safe. I do not want to live in an
exclusive area where only the wealthy are comfortable.

So that people who work here can afford to live here.
Mount Pleasant has housing prices that are well above national
averages.
Because the cost of most apartments, condos and homes are way too
high for the average household?
Because I am educating your children. And am bound to a salary that
is not feasible to live on in Mt. Pleasant.
I think the outrageous prices in Mt. Pleasant have gotten to be
somewhat of a monopoly so to speak. Someone or some group needs
to rein in the builders and building companies.
I believe people should be able to afford to live in the same town in
which they work.
We need to provide a place to live for those who work in this town.

Yes
No

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No. We do not need to build any more houses in Mount Pleasant. On
a side note I think the teacher salaries should be much higher so that
they match other professionals that provide high-quality services.
Communities should have the right to offer characteristics unique to
that culture. there a so many choices in this county. They shouldn't
all be the same.
who else is going to do it
Greedy people building larger homes and even condos are too
expensive. I should be able to buy a house or even rent a house with a
yard and have it be safe, close to town and a nice size.
Otherwise, Mount Pleasant will exclude many of its current and future
citizens.

Yes
Yes
No
Yes

I work over here, but cannot afford to live here. I would be house
poor and in debt.
Because as a teacher, I spend too much on rent.
The town of Mt. Pleasant needs to focus on an indefinite building
moratorium.
To properly retain the personality and spirit of the town, Mount
Pleasant citizens must have a voice in facilitating affordable housing.

Yes
Yes

No

Yes

Yes
No

Yes

Young people, public service providers, can't find homes that are
reasonable. Every neighborhood now thinks a 2500 sqft is a starter
home. No one is building 1500sqft house anymore. Starter homes!!!
I don't think they're responsible for providing homes to people who
cannot afford to live in the areas that are out of their price range or
budget. If someone is buying or renting a home/apt, it should be
within his/her own means, not above.
As a community, it is our government's job to assist the federal gov.t
in providing affordable housing. I love living and working in MP, but
we are in a bubble. I have to teach and show my own children and
students the differences in socioeconomic statuses. We need to
provide a place for all to live here.
No one can afford to buy in Mt. Pleasant anymore

A large number of employees who work in Mount Pleasant have to
commute from surrounding towns/cities. This makes transportation
more expensive, the roadways leading to and from Mount Pleasant
more congested, and also due to long amounts of time spent driving
this increases the risk of accidents on highways.

No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

There are plenty of houses,apartments, townhouses, etc. available
within all price ranges.
I think the town needs to slow down the growth first.
I think they should provide options for public servants, but I don't
think the Town cares.
That is not the role of government, the economy dictates affordable
housing
See above.

There are very few affordable options available

No

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

I think that when the government gets involved with housing
developments, more often than not, those developments are filled
with people who tend to not provide upkeep for those properties and
the neighborhood brings down the surrounding areas. If there was a
way to get involved and not have this happen then I would be for a
small degree of governmental assistance in terms of housing.

I feel the government is too involved already.
I'm sure their are employees who struggling as well
It is ridiculous that people that teach our children, put out fires, and
protect us can not afford to live in the community they work without
working 2-3 jobs. Single forget about it.
You have teachers (government employees) who cannot afford to buy
homes in the town in which they are employed.
it's not going to happen by itself
The town should be inclusive of all income ranges and should strive
for more diversity.

It is the governments job to work for the citizens.
If the area keeps being promoted as "best of" then the government
needs to support the growth.
Housing prices are outrageous. I teach and coach in Mt. Pleasant and
have to rent in North Charleston because I can not afford Mt.
Pleasant. As a teacher, I also have to work a 2nd job just make makes
ends meet in North Charleston.

Do you care if your teachers can't live in Mt Pleasant?
because its not affordable.....as a teacher we cant even live in the
community we work and live our life.
If people can't afford to live in Mount Pleasant they will start to leave.

Yes
No
Yes

The reason why we moved to Mount Pleasant is to keep our property
values high and our schools high performing. If workforce housing
comes in it will destroy that!
It is sad when your teachers cannot afford to live in the area where
they teach.

Yes

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No

The town has a responsibility to ALL those who work and live in the
town. While it may seem that many in Mt Pleasant have no issues
affording housing, many in fields such as education and
food/beverage industry cannot afford the sky high rents in the town,
limiting the population to only those who are wealthy.
Traffic

taking care of the town's lower income families should be a priority.
It will devalue real-estate.
Mt. Pleasant is a nice place to live and where most of my family lives
and I just want to live close to family
It is the right of the owner to price their rentals. (Unless they were
given something in return for offering low rents)

Yes
Yes
No

To make our community diverse. So all levels of employment can live
and work in the same community.
We do not need any more growth...especially multi family dwellings.

Yes
No

Mount Pleasant is already too crowded and adding more housing
would add to the traffic and school population.

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

No

The market drives the price. If you can't afford to live here, live
somewhere else...
seems to be working for Daniel Island?
It does not set a good example when 90% of TOMP's service workers
live outside of the Town of Mount Pleasant
Encouraging affordable housing helps to improve the amount of
available workers in the Mount Pleasant area.
Because many people who work in Mount Pleasant are unable to live
here and transportation can be difficult to get to work.
So people can live where they work
Mount Pleasant is not affordable for the working class people
anymore, the people who educate, protect and serve this community
Our community is for people to live and work. It is not reasonable to
expect anyone who works in any industry that serves others to have to
drive extended distances to reach their jobs.
Government intervention distorts markets, and creates incentives that
invite graft.

Yes

Absolutely. As an educator in Mount Pleasant we have a large
percentage of our teachers who do not live in Mount Pleasant
because they can't afford it. They commute up to an hour away. Our
teachers need to be part of the fabric of our community. The other
reason this is important is that every year we lose great teachers
because they choose to get jobs closer to home so they save
commuting time and have more time with their families.

Yes
No
Yes
Yes

IF facilities were doing it on their own, there would be no need for this
survey.

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

The prices are so high, very difficult for a single mom

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

This is something that needs to happen!
People should work to earn the privilege of living in different areas
and it not just be given to them.
for those that live and work in the community we deserve it!
To some extent, yes. Otherwise, lower income will be priced out.
Labor participation in the town may suffer.
It would raise the crime rate and influx the housing market in a
negative way
I grew up here. If I hadn't gotten lucky and bought a house in the 90's,
there is no way I could afford to live here. (My wife and I are both
teachers.) My older son can't afford to live here and my daughter, who
wants to be a teacher, won't be able to either.
Housing prices are very high.
They control what is allowed to come into the community. The current
trends and issues the town is facing was started by the town
government and needs to be solved by them with community input
and needs in mind.
Typically these homes are not well maintained and they bring the
values down

Yes

Prices are getting out of control in the area. Due to competition, I
worry they will only increase further. I have a graduate degree and
have been working for over 11 years and still can't afford to live in Mt.
Pleasant.

Yes
Yes

People that work in Mt. Pleasant can't afford to live here and that is a
problem.

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

as long as it is beneficial
To give those moving in some type guidance in the purchasing
process
Let the free market work "freely."
I think it is inefficient for a worker to work in a community in which
they can not afford to live.A balanced and diverse community is
healthier (fiscally, mentally and physically).
Because the housing prices in Mt Pleasant are outrageous

No

For example, not everyone who works can afford to work in the part
of town in which they live. Our infrastructure Doesn't allow for high
volume living in complexes.

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Alot of teachers that I work with live in Summerville or West Ashley

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Otherwise it will never happen. Developers look to be greedy.
to accommodate all working citizens.
Because as a public school teacher in Mt P, I cannot afford to live
there on my salary.
Because a government that cares about the least of its constitutes is
great indeed
Those who have grown up here can't afford to live here now.
Private companies are about making money and will continue to
increase rent and/or sales prices.
So I can live and work in Mount Pleasant
To control the amount of housing
We have to support long time residents, like myself, who have
watched housing costs skyrocket due to the growth that has been
allowed to occur by the Town.

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No

Yes

Yes

Yes

The cost of living in Mount Pleasant has gotten out of hand. I am
married to a retired Mt. Pleasant cop and teach. We are having to sell
our current home and find a more affordable home, which means it
will NOT be in Mount Pleasant!
I think there should be opportunity for people that make less income
be able to live in an area that they prefer and it also creates a more
diverse work, school and living area.
They have better knowledge of the local residents' standards
its residence deserve it
Balance is important in any community. We are becoming very
unbalanced.
To plan to help residents not force them out
Because it's necessary.
To allow workers in the area to also live there. Builds community
relationships.
It is a problem.
We have no more room for more people . Traffic is a nightmare
almost any given time of the day on highway 17 and Coleman Blvd.
That is not the government's job.
Mount Pleasant is seen as only caring about making money from
development. If they actually care about keeping working
professionals in the area, then they need to do something about it to
make it more affordable. If not, eventually, the middle class working
professionals will be forced out. The going rate for rent is over $1300
a month, which is not an amount many can afford
Government systems should be in place to make sure you are meeting
the needs of your constituents. This would be providing housing to
those who work in Mount Pleasant, and who are concerned about the
development of Mount Pleasant. Additionally, the government
should have some influence on zoning laws, which can affect housing
cost.
The town has high housing cost that makes it near impossible for
workers to live in the area thus making traffic a nightmare in peak
hours

Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Both my husband and I work in Mt. Pleasant and can not afford to live
here. I do not think the government should provide affordable house
in such a desirable area.

Yes
No

Yes

No

It is very difficult for a young person coming straight out of college to
afford housing in Mount Pleasant - specifically, a new teacher without having to get a room mate.
Mt Pleasant is too big now.
I grew up in Mt. Pleasant. My parents grew up in Mt. Pleasant. They
were lucky enough to buy before the cost of properties skyrocketed in
this area. With the way things are now, I will never be able to afford to
rent, much less own anything in the town I grew up in.
dont try to manipulate the market or use tax money to create
something

Yes
Yes
Yes

it would be nice to see rental "deals" that support the workforce
working in Mt Pleasant

No

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

I work at Wando high school, and I cannot afford to live in Mt.
Pleasant. I am a single dad, and must have two bedrooms. I live on
Johns Island and pay $875/mo for two bedrooms. I commute over
two hours a day to teach Mt. Pleasant students. It would seem that
the town would want me to be spending that time planning, grading,
or otherwise working. It would also seem that the town would want its
vital community employees (i.e. teachers, police, emergency personal,
doctors) living in its town boarders.
The people who work minimum wage or service (restaurants, stores,
schools, police, fire department) jobs can't even afford to live in Mt.
Pleasant unless they bought a long time ago.
These young adults can not afford to move away from home!
important to the community, children raised in mt pleasant should be
able to afford their hometown when they become adults
The cost of living in Mount Pleasant doesn't match the income levels.
Employees are happier, and it is more economical for an employee to
live closer to work. It is also good for our community to have more
live and work here. More dollars will be spent in the community.
I am not impressed with the job the Town of MP has done in a very
long time, especially over the last few years. Don't trust they would do
any better in this area.
I am being priced out of Mt. Pleasant; I think the community has a
responsibility to those long-term residents to help them be able to
stay in the community.
not sure - I don't know all of the facts becasue I have not followed the
issue.
Who else will.

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Most home are over $300,000 or more.
Demand for housing is high in Mount Pleasant which has driven up
prices to levels that myself and my husband cannot afford on two
incomes.
I'm not sure but I do feel like the town of Mt pleasant is making it very
hard for the average income family to afford to buy a house here
Teachers should be able to live in the community where they teach.

No
Yes

No

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
No
Yes
Yes

I am a teacher and cannot afford to live close to work. I have to work
another job on weekends to make ends meet. Does this seem right to
you?
Mt. Pleasant is a highly desirable area to live in. As someone who is
looking to purchase soon we understand this and understand that we
may not be able to live in Mt. Pleasant right away. I think there is
affordable housing. Ex. apartments and townhouses. If that is not what
you want, and it is not what we want then you look elsewhere and
save until you are able to live in Mt. Pleasant. There are many big
cities with the same issues.
Because we have qualified, excellent employees that cannot afford to
live in the community in which they work. This causes them to go
elsewhere, closer to their home, and the cycle repeats itself. Turnover
does not lead to stability. Employee retention based on housing is a
big factor for me. Happy employees make better employees.
The Town of Mount Pleasant government has made choices and
decisions that created this problem of inflated housing prices!
It has gotten to the point where people that are originally from here
(like myself) to afford any type of housing in the Mount Pleasant area.
Because people like teachers, who are government workers with a set
pay scale, who make 30K a year should be able to live closer than a
half hour away from where we work.
I am 33 and single and live at home with my parents because I cannot
afford a place on my own. If I lived far away, I would have to fight the
traffic commuting every day to Mount Pleasant.
Takes valuable time & effort away from other community needs
To support the infrastructure of businesses, EDUCATION, government,
and so on. It takes all types of jobs/salaries to make a community run
well and maintain it as a desirable place to live. Each socioeconomic
group is crucial to a community's success.

No

Government (town or otherwise) involvement in manipulating markets
is typically harmful.

Yes
No
Yes

Developers could then force more density in development in
exchange for building affordable housing.
The cost of housing in mt. Pleasant is not in line with what many
people earn.

No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No

Yes

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Mt. Pleasant is an expensive place to live. Developers are not
interested in affordable housing.
I don't think the town should facilitate any housing
Already some in old village
its necessary to accommodate those who cannot afford the rising
price of housing in mount pleasant
It's up to us to find an affortable house and area
We paid a premium to buy our home in Mt. Pleasant. We shouldn't be
required to pay more (in property taxes, sales taxes, etc.) for
something that would cause the value of our home to decrease over
time.
Because it is seriously needed, for ALL of us.
I don't feel it's the job of the government to pick winners and losers in
the market. The price reflects what the market demands.
because no one else is going to do it.
Let the free market decide
A successful community has a wide range of good housing stock,
price points, and types available
I feel the town has larger issues to address ahead of additional
"workforce" housing.
Because private interests are only interested in maximizing profit, not
allowing for diversity or assuring housing in the community where
people work. It is a government job to support infrastructure
development, and housing that workers who help drive our local
economy should have options available to live affordably where they
work, including teachers, police officers, firemen and other public
servants.
Subsidies
Don't like government involved in changing demographic of MP
The people who work here can’t afford to live here. They make up our
community.
As long as it is single family.
To keep the housing prices under control

Yes

No one is considering the single parents out there who are $3 away
from being homeless

No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

They should influence but direct involvement may result in what cities
like NY go through
Focus should be on slowing housing development and building roads
to keep up with growth
To help people who are from here.
So current residents can downsize if they need to.
The rates are skyrocketing
To be sure it can get done
Our police, fire and teachers can afford to work close to their homes
Mount Pleasant is driving away the backbone. Blue collar workers can
not afford to live here and that changes our town makeup.
Standard procedure
I'm on the fence with this question. Worries about the town
government becoming Big Brother.
You all hold the ability to help shape this in a positive way for the
people of this town...not the developers who seem to be the ones
leading us... In the wrong direction.
I think it's very difficult to manage this and usually not very effective. I
don't think the town can overcome natural economic forces.
Very difficult for those to live in the town where they work. Teachers,
general labor, retailers
Commercial organizations will gouge prices until market collaspe

Why is it governments role to ensure housing in MTP? There is very
affordable housing in WestAshley and other non coastal areas.

No
No
No

Yes

because until the infrastructure- roads, schools, etc. catch up to
current resident needs, I don't think you should be allowing ANY
further building
Living here is not an entitlement and the free market economy should
dictate where you live
Without involvement by the Town of Mount Pleasant, prices will climb
leading to devastating outcomes such as gentrification of the local
gullah/geechee (which has already almost wiped them off their land).

No

Allow the market to dictate what's affordable and available. I'd think
differently if Mt. Pleasant were a self-contained, isolated municipality,
but it's not with Charleston, North Charleston, Hanahan, Goose Creek,
Summerville, etc. within close proximity with rents and homes at lower
cost than what's typically the case in Mt. Pleasant.

Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

If you can't afford to live in Mount Pleasant, I think it's making special
accommodations and exceptions. And, I don't believe in this.then you
should live elsewhere.
Diversity and people who work here should be able to live here. It
creates a more well-rounded, welcoming and sustainable community.
To balance quality of life
No government subsidized housing!! It just increases taxes

There are a lot of people who are raising kids and can't make ends
meet.
I think a little percentage of housing should be affordable for the
income of teachers, first responders etc. Everyone should be able to
afford to live where they work.
They would be able to keep an array of multiple income families in the
are, therefore making sure that housing would be made available to
all
Because you have partially created the problem by letting developers
do whatever they want, wherever they want. And are waking up too
late to both the legal and affordable housing comsequences of that
misplaced 'good old boy' ethic

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes

I live here because it is an affluent community and like what that
affords me and my family
Because you are responsible for runaway development.
Let the housing market take care of it.
We need a mix to manage growth impacts. I.e. Traffic. Also need to
manage GROWTH

Yes
No
No

There is plenty of affordable housing in the Charleston metro area. I
don't want my home value to decrease due to affordable housing.

No

There is too much housing already with an incompetent infrastructure

Yes
No
Yes

Yes

No
No
No

I think keeping The town livable for all residents is most important..
Even if that means limiting additional development or expanding
amenities like bike lanes to make more of the town easily accessible
would be a good move. The town is growing too fast for current
infrastructure..
Yes and no. Yes as they approve zoning and permitting. But no in
terms of controlling it or allocating x% of a development to affordable
housing. I think the housing should be what the townspeople desire,
not forced upon us by gov't.
They should not be involved in social engineering

Yes

To insure that our citizen can continue to receive the vital services the
residents and business's require, fire, police, sanitation etc.

No
No
Yes

No government involvement at all other than funding

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Possibly in a limited sense. I think it makes sense to have development
requirements that require affordable housing.
There are many options for housing in the Charkeston metro area.
The price of houses is out of control
To promote equality and a better life
Because there is none avail
It's getting so high it's hard to live here.
The town benefits in so many ways by having all ranges of income
and by having police, teachers, etc living in the communities they
serve. Who wants to live in a bubble- makes for a very skewed world
view (can you say Dinald Trump?!?)
Without regulation from the town there will soon be no affordable
housing in Mt. Pleasant
Otherwise I will be forced to move away from my hometown and
drive into work and contribute to traffic problem.
to reduce number of commuters who now work in Mount Pleasant
but live elsewhere
Rent controls go against the free market.

Someone has to step up to the plate. Developers are only building
bigger and more expensive to drive the market upward.
Bc the market can't do it alone. Incentives work best.

No
Yes
Yes

No

No
No
No
No
No

People should be able to live in the community where they work.
I believe that we need to let the market work itself out as far as rental
housing is concerned. Right now there is a shortage, so the rents are
extraordinarily high. With more construction and more units coming
onto the market, this inflated rental rate will correct itself.
Not the job of any level of government. I would vote against any
politican who thought it was their business to "create" " affordable"
housing
This would make the facilitation too political.
Government can't do anything right. But someone has to set the
standard as to where to build affordable housing, etc.
Engineering the housing market uses resources and rarely has the
intended effect anyway. When houses stop selling because the prices
are prohibitive, costs will adjust organically.

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

The town should be concerned that all people who work in Mt
Pleasant can afford to live here.
My tax dollars should not go to pay for other peoples lodging.
To reduce commute/travel times, foster diversity
Because you represent everyone in town not just the elite.
The government will benefit from higher priced housing which will
generate more taxes, etc.

No

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No

MP wants to attract businesses, and we need employees to work in
them, and it is not realistic to expect milennials to spend an hour each
way on the commute (they will but not for long). I employ really
smart, vibrant, motivated up and comers who can't afford to live
nearby. The long commute cuts into quality of life, affects
dependability and retention.
Somebody needs to
Because the Town does not have affordable housing for their
employees to be able to afford to work and live in the Town.
Clearly the "optional" method doesn't work. Most developers will not
provide affordable housing out of the goodness of their hearts.
Develpers won't voluntarily do it.
The role of government is to support and assist the public.

No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

It is not a function of government. The free market should be the
deciding factor.
It is important that police officers, town workers, those who provide
services we all need and enjoy are able to live in the town where they
work.
Many Town employees cannot afford to live where they work.
Market should dictate
Not a government responsibility, let the market work
Since this area is desirable developers rather go for the higher paying
customers who want 2nd homes by the beach then people who live
and work in the area.
it's a function of planning a municipality
Developers are greedy and will charge whatever they can without
regard for affordability
Outrageous pricing for anyone not wealthy.
To help better regulate the fast growth, size and locations of the
buildings
Developers will not voluntarily offer the housing needed for the lower
income residents that provide our services and operate businesses for
our benefit
We need service workers
LET THE MARKET DICTATE COST
Supply and demand determine pricing. Not government.
the rent prices are outrageous
Need considerly more housing
The market needs to drive and be the deciding factor
To promote diversity. To allow folks who helped "build" the town
remain here.
They have to approve
But I wish it could.
its a major need for the residents of mount pleasant
Work force housing is needed in Mount Pleasant because we are/will
lose workers

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

There are other options for cheaper housing close by. Within 10-15
minutes you can be in north charleston, james island or west ashley.
To an extent, affordable yes.. not necessarily workforce housing

Yes

Yes

the rent prices are outrageous and with certain incomes it is very hard
to find an affordable place to live that you still have some salary to
live off of after paying rent
Mount Pleasant should create some sort of Housing Authority
because they are seriously losing their diversity in income and race,
and it is a problem. They should be deeply concerned about how
homogenous their town is.

No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

No one else will be an advocate if the local government doesn't step
in
it's not a government issue, it's a free market. if people pay it, let it be

allowing the development of density
their town employees need affordable housing and businesses thrive
when their employees can live near where they work
Service workers need a place to live to help improve traffic. Zoning
should also encourage density in preferred areas. The more dense, the
more businesses appear to support the residents and the less you
have to drive for short trips.
To help locals
Voluntary affordable housing development has not worked.
Enough people over here already. Not enough roads, land, or schools
for additional people.
Those born and raised here cant afford to stay
To manage the nightmare road situation we need fewer workers
having to commute. Therefore they need affordable housing near
their work. Free market won't allow that due to high demand so only
the govt can make it happen.

Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes

It is too late, all the land is gone. They tore down paradise and put up
a parking garage
Most people who work in Mt. P can't afford the rent in Mt. P
This should depend on demand not intervention
I am not sure what is meant by "facilitating". Who determines what
"affordable" means ?
It is essential to support the population.
More important issues
They have shown that they are incompentent.
Because right now there is no affordable housing.

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Home prices now preclude young teachers and town employees
(police, fire, city workers) nurses and retirees from being able to afford
to purchase a home in Mt. Pleasant, SC
it is part of the real estate sales funnel
If the people who work for the town can't afford to live in town there
is an issue

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No

Yes

Yes

So many can't afford to live in Mt. Pleasant and have to live in other
towns.
Why not? Tools are always helpful
Because they approve the buildings
I don't know.
I think there are other options that can be done first. I think that
should be a last resort. Affordable housing comes with other
consequences that could stunt Mt. Pleasant's positive growth.
The free market has forced them out
Because it's their fault all the affordable housing is gone.
I AM FROM THE NORTH BUT BEEN HERE MANY YEARS UP THERE IT
IS SOMETHING THAT IS IN EVERY COMMUNITY.
need less government involvment. they need to encourage and allow
develops to create this type of housing.
Live where you work
Too much power, the market does what it does
If there's not affordable housing, where will workers live? In areas that
require commuting and stress on the entire area. Hence why we're
already having problems with keeping the food and beverage industry
staffed. If the Town can quickly add a shop here or there, it should be
mandatory that all new construction create affordable housing in their
area.
Because they ate supposed to be working for the people of the town
not for their personal financial gain
Maybe, Only after -current community infrastructure needs are
significantly improved -put limits on new developments -developers
pay more for impact on infrastructure. And if the "affordable"
housing is truly affordable for young adults, newlyweds, young
families, fixed income people

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Affordable housing is for the public good. You can't leave that up to
the private sector.
Because otherwise it won't get done.
It is only fair

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No

We should be a diversified town, developers are making it only
affordable to the rich.
affluenza is too prevalent in mt p- it has lost all of its charm-a mix of
people always makes things more interesting-if you want to see what
lack of affordable housing looks like, live in New York City – people
making 1 million a year working at the University there can't even live
near where they work.
Even the apartments are way to expensive. Children of natives, like
myself, can no longer afford to live in their hometown.
developers wont do it unless forced to
Upgrade our mass transit systems
accomodate seniors and younger members of the workforce (or not)
wishing to live in Mt. Pleasant
Because it is ridiculously expensive to live here.
This is a double edged sword, I wish the market would allow it, but it
doesn't appear it will
Mt Pleasants government will put anything, anywhere without
consideration of its impact.
Don't want MP to end up like James Island, West Ashley, North
Charleston

No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

we are pushing out longtime residents , with the outrageous taxes.
property prices exclude our children from buying in our community.
They can't afford to do so.
Not sure. Need more info to make a clear decision.
It's already too crowded now.
Just one example, Nurses who work in Mt. P cannot afford to live
there.
Who else is going to do it?
The price of rent in MTP is out of control and should be somehow
monitored or capitated
Too many people cannot afford to live here
there is a lot of building going on and none of those doing the work
could afford to live here
Town council has last votes in determining developments- they
should require developers to construct workforce housing

No

I think it is unrealistic. We will never be competitive with other towns
nearby that have much lower-income housing. Just like Greenwich, CT
would never be affordable and can't compete with Stamford, CT, we
cannot try to be (or compete with) N. Charleston, Johns Island, Goose
Creek, Hanahan, etc. affordable housing here would be a tiny drop in
the bucket and would have no appreciable effect on commute traffic
etc.

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

We live in a town that is pushing out anyone that can't afford over a
thousand dollars a month in rent.
Or at least provide improved public transportation for people living
outside the community to work in said community as needed.
There is a viable and increasing senior population here, and many of
these people are single. Affordable housing for seniors should be a
top priority, yet Mt. P. doesn't seem to be involved in anything like
this.

Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

I dont believe it can be achieved. People must choose to live where
they can afford to live.
Although they have done a bad job, permissions to build come
through our town council and its committees.
Over the years they have done nothing but do away with affordable
housing and allow MP to be completely unaffordable to the common
folks and residents
Because they never stopped this stupid growth and allowed the city to
out grow what the town was originally; a community.
It is increasingly difficult to live in MTP
We are making it unaffordable to live in Mt. Pleasant. Ultimately, this
will deter from families moving to this city.
Diversity
For police teachers and firefighters
Incintivise private investment to designate affordable housing
Allow for more density to reduce costs
Because they are responsible for what it has ballooned to.

The service/retail positions are crucial to the life style that we enjoy.
I'm not sure what incentives our local government can provide but it
needs to be addressed. Where I work we are severely short staffed
because employees can't afford to live close by.

No, I believe there should be special mortgage programs for qualified
buyers.
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Government should not mess with private sector economics
Only realistic way to make it happen.

Tiwn council makes decisions that keep market prices reasonable or
drive up costs.
This city can't be for the rich only
It's too late- already out of control and unaffordable.
I value my home value rising.
It is a municipal responsibility
because they have allowed greedy contractors to raise prices and over
build
Will have to be built on property that is affordable or developers will
continue on same path
Keep everything covered
It is important to have a diverse population.

Promoting the middel.class workers
because lower income families are being force out of MT, the very
same work force than are employed in the MP area

Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Because MP mayor and council not responsible or responsive to
needs of residents. They are in the pockets of developers.
Not a core function of government to subsidize housing, but I do
believe government shouldn't implement moratoriums as a solution.
for service providers like nurses.
It is the towns responsibility to care for its citizens. Especially for
making sure those that serve the town like fire and police can afford
to live here
Not feasible in this market.

I do. But I believe that the Town allowed that train to leave that
station long ago. Our Council rezoned and allowed developers to
ignore affordable.
If you lose the Lowcountry natives, you've lost a culture.
They can't handle the things on there table now

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Help keep infrastructure of good working people near their place of
employment.
Less government is better
Good planning can allow a variety of dense housing opportunities to
solve this problem.
They already got this market in a mess.

It's in the interest of the citizens to maintain diversity
They should help make it easier to build affordable housinf. But not
be financially except in therror form of tax breaks.
Salaries are low
Providing housing should not be function of town administration
How else will it happen?
Because they are the people who have put Mt Pleasant in the position
it is in: unaffordable housing, by inhibiting growth
Because the developers aren't going to do it. That's just the truth.
Because the developers have no interest in proving.
it's their responsibility, duhhhhh!
no one else will do it

Where in Mount Pleasant do you think offering affordable or workforce housing makes the
most sense?
29466
29466
I would say that if we did, indeed decided to offer workforce housing it would probably make sense
to require a small percentage of workforce housing at each of the new apartment communities that
are being built.
?
?
? Where the land is the least expensive
??
?what's left ?
>???????
17 near Wando
41 corridor or closer to Awendaw
6 mile area
A central location
a few all over
A little EVERYWHERE. Really, why just in one place?
A mix of locations including new subdivisions of 50 or more properties.
Affordable housing - further out towards Awendaw - obviously close to the city is going to cost more
Workforce housing - the further you go down 17 the longer the drive - do not understand how it
would be fair to allow someone to live closer to DT for less
All areas
All areas because people live and work all over the city.
All areas close to schools.
All areas of Mt. Pleasant
all areas spread it out
all over
all over
all over
all over
All over
All over
All over
All over no should be separated by the cost of they home or area.
all over the town
All over!!!
All over, not just one area
All over, which includes inner city and rural area.
All over, why section off the hard working people, isn't that segregation?
All over.
All over.

All over. It should not be forced in one area. The question below should have a blank so we can list
our ideas about what we would support to address this issue.
all over. It shouldn't have to be in a concentrated area.
All over. Why just one area?
all over....why not just offer a deduction in payments/rates for employees of certain professions,
instead of creating a certain area in Mt. P
Along a bus line.
Along Coleman Blvd and 17 between Towne Center and bridge
Along Coleman Blvd or HWY 17
Along highway 17
Along Rifle Range road. We shouldn't be subsidizing housing in our most lucrative residential and
commercial zones.
Among the 17 corridor in the greatest numbers and blended into higher-end, dense developments.
Any place.
any where
Any where.
Anyplace. You shouldn't put all the affordable housing in one area or it will be considered the slums
eventually
Anywhere
anywhere
Anywhere
anywhere
anywhere
anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
anywhere ... towards the outer edges of the city instead of right in the middle
anywhere and everywhere
Anywhere in Mouny Pleasant. Right now, I teach in Mount Pleasant and can barely make ends meet
to live here.

Anywhere in the vicinity of Highway 17. The Town of Mt. Pleasant should annex all areas of both
sides of highway 17 all the way out to Wando Farms Road. Even if the Town does not want to go out
that far, they should still close up many of the pocketed gaps in-between the Town of Mt. Pleasant
and the Town of Awendaw where the T.O.M.P has jurisdiction on only one side of 17, or where there
are little pockets of Hwy 17 that are considered Charleston County, unincorporated, or that are
considered Awendaw (but surrounded by Mt Pleasant. It makes no sense for a town as prosperous as
Mt. Pleasant to be looking like a sloppy jigsaw puzzle. It severely limits planning. Also, this in no way
takes away the autonomy of the proud townspeople of Awendaw. Just close the gaps along Highway
17. There is plenty of affordable land out there that no one is building on (near Hamlin Road or Bee
Hive, for example).
Anywhere that is close to public transportation, shopping, and our major roadways.
Anywhere the land is affordable.
Anywhere there is land that can be developed
Anywhere there is room- midtown to awendaw
Anywhere!
Anywhere! Everyone is used to traffic and commuting.
Anywhere.
Anywhere.
Anywhere. Mount Pleasant is not that big.
Anywhere. Several neighborhoods of 1200-1500 square foot ranch homes scattered throughout.
Starter outers aren't looking for mansions, they are looking for affordability, safety, and good
neighborhoods to raise their children.
Anywhere. The high density, luxury housing needs to slow up. MP is obviously pro-developer and
that's wrong!!! The livability of MP is going fast.
Anywhere. All new current developments are overpriced.
Anywhere. The more people who can work where they live will decrease the need to drive long
distances, thereby decreasing the amount of road traffic that plagues this city everyday.
Anywhere. There is no 1 section of mount pleasant that makes the "most sense"
Anywhere… not sure what you're asking. The Village? Not gonna happen there...
Apartment complexes appear to be the only option. The only way to make single family homes
affordable would be to build neighborhoods of "tiny homes" of 300-500 square feet on tiny lots.
Perhaps some developer should try that up near Awendaw. If done nicely, I bet it would be very
successful.
Areas adjacent to primary jobs and public transportation.
Areas around Riflerange, Mathis Ferry, and Wando High School.
Around the 526 connector...make it accessible and easy for the working class to travel back and forth
to work
Around the Mathis ferry road area
Around the Wando High School.
As a requirement that is planned for in any & all future development. It was done on Daniel Island!

At this point almost anywhere. Butt increasing taxes to build them is not the answer. How does that
help someone already struggling??? Have we thought about building a tiny house community for
those that don't want a 3000 sq ft home??
Available property is nonexistent close in. I can't envision anywhere as all available space is being
gobbled up by development.
Awendaw
Awendaw area
Behind Oakland Shopping Center--there is abandoned office building that has been there for at least
3 years or more.
Between the 526 and the Ravenel Bridge
BETWEEN WANDO HIGH SCHOOL AND OLD LAING MIDDLE
Both north and south ends
Both sides of Highway 17, Clements Ferry, Long Point Road, Mathis Ferry
Carolina Park and further up 17N
Carolina park, belle hall Coleman blvd
Center of town
Central
Central
central Jonnie Dodds to Mathis Ferry at 17
Central location
Central Mt. Pleasant, where people can easily get to stores, libraries, etc.
Central proximity between Charleston and Mt. Pleasant or central to Mt. Pleasant
central to jobs, it's not that big of a town, so I don't think there is one area more or less suited. Areas
north of 41 are less developed, but the infrastructure of 41 CANNOT handle more homes. There are
already too many vehicles on the road there as it is. Some areas off Rifle Range might work.
Central to public transportation
central. mathis ferry or hungry neck
Centrally located
Clearly in North Mt. Pleasant - Where else is there to build??
Close to Awendaw or out 41
close to bridge or 526 so that it makes it easy for people to get to work
Close to businesses where its residents are likely to be employed
Close to downtown.
Close to employment
Close to good schools
Close to restaurants/retail.
Close to the city limits leading to downtown, 526, and McClellanville
Close to Town Center
Close to what will one day be a much improved mass transit system, or hub.
closer to Awendaw
Closer to old mount pleasant
Closer to the bridge for people that have one spouse working in MtP one Downtown or nearby
Closer to the bridge.

Closer to the city where people need/want to live.
closest to commercial areas, the bridge and 526 to create less street on the roads.
(Longpoint/Terminal area, Patriots Point, Midtown/Hungry Neck)
Closest to downtown.
Closest to schools. Mt. P has the best schools in Charleston County yet you've priced out some of the
families that need them the most. Great schools shouldn't just be for rich families.
closest to the bridge so people can get downtown to work
Closest to the jobs that people work, so closer to city centers/town centers/shopping malls/etc.
Coleman Blvd, Johnnie Dodds area
Coleman Blvd
coleman blvd
Coleman Blvd and near Wando High School and the hospital.
Dense areas off Johnny Dodds
Dense urban corridors.
Dispersed and near the bridge
Dispersed throughout town.
Dispersed within developments to have a range socioeconomic levels.
Dk...
Don't know of much that has not been developed so is have to say north on 17
Don't know.
Don't know...Already WAY TOO MUCH NEW DEVELOPMENTS!!
Dunes West or Awendaw
Each piece of developed property should be required to include a percentage of units of affordable
housing.
Either off of Clements Ferry Rd or down near the current WHS.
Every area of Mt. Pleasant. It you put it in a certain area it becomes section 8
Everywhere
Everywhere
Everywhere
Everywhere
Everywhere
Everywhere
Everywhere
everywhere
Everywhere
Everywhere.
Everywhere.
Everywhere. I do not see one section as being more or less appropriate for affordable housing. I am
almost offended by this question.
Everywhere. I was born in Roper hospital and grew up in Mount Pleasant. I own a condo but that's
all I can afford. I need a small house with a yard and no steps!
Everywhere. This should not be a segregated city based upon income.
Everywhere...

Everywhere; mixed communities are the best.
everywhere; Mt Pleasant has a diverse population but the current housing market is geared toward
those in the top income brackets. Most people who work in town cannot afford to live here.
Exterior
Far north
Fill in areas close to the City of Charleston. The sprawl down 17 toward Awendaw makes driving
times and traffic so much worse.
for seniors near transportation and health care. For workforce close to work or anywhere in town.
Geographically it's not that big so anywhere
good question
Gregorie Ferry Road Rifle Range Road Properties off Bowman and Venning
Hanahan
higher density areas
highway 17 area
Highway 17- north (above snee farm)
Highway 41 after the bridge
Highway 41. 17 north
Honestly don't know.
HWY 17 has the most available space
Hwy 17 north. Near Awendaw
Hwy 41
Hwy 41 past Dunes West toward Clements Ferry Rd
I am not familiar with what the land looks like from the air. From the ground there appears to be land
North Mt. pleasant
I am not qualified to answer this
I am not sure - but dispersed throughout the town, preferably in locations where the structures are
already built or in the process of being built.
I am not sure.
I am not sure.
I am not sure.
I am not sure. Cheaper housing is available down Hwy. 17, but then transportation becomes a
problem as most jobs are closer in.
I am too new to the community to know.
I do not know the area well enough to comment.
I do not know the area well enough to specify.
i dont
I don't believe there's a "working" center of Mt Pleasant.
I don't feel it will help our community and am totaly against affordable housing, but if it is
unavoidable it would make more sense to have it near the northcutt/houston area, closer to
downtown area with easier public transportationaccess/routes.
I don't know that the land exists any more development has taken over
I don't know.
I don't think any more housing makes any sense in Mt. Pleasant.

I don't think it does make sense.
I don't think it makes sense.
I don't think it should be limited to just one area. Clearly a gated community should not have to
suddenly build affordable housing, but all new housing should be priced affordably.
I dont think that anywhere would make sense
I don't want affordable housing in one area. It would be like projects.
I don't....there are plenty of apartment complexes in Mt. Pleasant.
I feel it should be spread out in three locations. Near the base of the bridge, off of Long Pointe, and
up 17 North.
I have no idea
I honestly to not have that answer but feel is should be in locations throughout the 29464 and 29466
areas.
I live in the old village. I would be happy with it anywhere as long as it doesn't look like the
Boulevard or parking garage. There is a way to make new construction look "like it fits" in our town.
I oppose it
I really have no idea. Somewhere before the IOP connector?
I strongly feel that it should be spread throughout our town anywhere we can find a pocket of space!
We certainly want to avoid creating a "low end" side of town. That would create all sorts of problems
and would potentially pit one side of town against the other.
I think it should be in different parts of town and not just in one place.
I think it should be in several places (out on Hwy 41 as well as closer to the Ravenel Bridge).
I think maybe the town can help existing residents upgrade their current locations.
I think that maybe developing affordable housing in the center of town would make the most sense.
This is a central location and would be great for people who are coming and going for work in all
areas.
I think the building of homes needs to slow down on every level. The infrastructure is the number
one issue in the Mount Pleasant. The 41 needs to be widened immediately. Grocery stores,
restaurants and shopping needs to be addressed asap in the northern part of mount pleasant. The
Rivertown, Dunes West and Park West area needs commercial, roads and infrastructure to
accommodate the rapid growth in the area.
I think there should be affordable housing required in all new developments.
I think there should be affordable or workforce houses spread out throughout Mt. Pleasant. We need
several different options varying in size and location.
I think they make sense everywhere honestly, but if I had to select certain areas- I would recommend
close to large areas of employment (Schools, hospitals, hotels, shopping centers etc.). I would also
locate them in every major development so people can age in the same general area. Definitely locate
affordable housing near public transit locations.
I think we need consider what is already available. I don't think more building is the solution for Mt
Pleasant.

I wish I knew...
I would prefer not to have any more housing developments. We are getting overcrowded.
I would put pockets in the older area and also the north area. My concern is it would all go in the
north area when it should be spaced out to encourage diversity in the entire community.
I would suggest that any new and future developments of a specific scale be required/incentivized to
include a specified number of affordable housing.
If a subsidized housing project were to be built it should be somewhere up 17. I think the history of
those shows that they become slums, though. Isn't there one of those in the village already? I think
Habitat has a better approach.
I'm honestly not sure it's going to be possible in MP.
I'm not sure. It depends on so many factors. If the idea is to build then it would have to be where
affordable land is available.
Immediately adjacent to major roadways
In a central location closer to their work
In a central location that makes it easy to get downtown or out to the beach/national forest.
In a central location.
In a planned community
In all locations of Mt. Pleasant: old village, central Mt. Pleasant, Northern Mt.Pleasant
In all locations, but North Mt. Pleasant seems to be a cheaper area
In all new developments, there should be units sat aside as affordable housing.

In all of the pockets where it seems blanket redevelopment plans for pocket developments that have
densities that don't match the surrounding neighborhoods or established homes. Density is fine if it is
balanced and appropriate for the area. What is unfortunate is when high density is approved and the
starting price point is WELL ABOVE "affordable". Highway 17 frontage roads are perfect for more
dense, mixed use buildings instead of the coleman corridor (for the most part). Developments like the
Boulevard (phase I & II) would fit in much better there than on coleman.
In any open area.
in apartments or townhomes or even in neighborhoods where smaller homes are available
In areas already established with grocery stores, banks, restaurants, etc.
In areas that are not in Mt. Pleasant unless the market changes to where homeowners decide to lower
their asking prices when they sell their homes.
in areas where public transportation is available
In close proximity to CARTA routes preferably.
In established majority Gullah/Geechee populated areas. (Although not the only places).
in established neighborhoods Longpoint, Belle Hall, Park West, Carolina Park
In every neighborhood No discrimination
In every neighborhood in Mt. Pleasant.

In every region of Mt. Pleasant. If I worked at Walmart in the North area but could only live in
"affordable" housing because it's only the south end, I have to pay more to get to work (gas/bus).
In multiple locations close to shopping centers where people can easily and conveniently get around
in new development areas where it can incorporated into the design
In new developments. I don't think it is practical to make housing affordable in existing locations
when prevailing market forces keep costs out of reach of many. But if affordable housing were a
requirement in new developments in perpetuity no matter who buys them after they are developed it
would ensure our community remains more diverse and more lives me for all - not just the privileged
gentry.
In north mt pleasant
In pockets where it currently is, i.e. Anna Knapp.
In pre-existing apartment complexes.
In the giant subdivisions like park west
In the most walkable areas where the most activity happens. Then people can walk to work.
In the Wando area
in urban corridors near transportation, jobs and basic living facilities
Infill anywhere
Infill areas and Lower Awendaw area
Infill, where possible, as a % of larger multifiamily projects.
Integrating it across all of Mount Pleasant to promote diversity in communities
Is there anywhere??
It already exists in the massive Amounts of apartments that sit empty Bc rent is too high.
It doesn't
It doesn't anymore. Greedy homebuilders have DESTROYED Park West and the traffic is horrendous.
Shame on a lot of people for the destruction and over population of north Mt. Pleasant! Please stop
development!
It doesn't. The town can't handle the current growth rate and is light-years behind I supporting
infrastructure.
It should be in both north and south sections of town
It should be near schools.
It should be spread out all over Mt. Pleasant so that it naturally blends in with our community and
does not alienate anyone.
It should be spread out over the city to allow workers to commute. Mount Pleas. Has become a large
city spread out all down 17 north and up 41
It should not be in just one place, but throughout the community
It should not be relegated to a specific place. This is how ghetto's or lower-end areas of towns are
created. It should be interspersed throughout the town.
It would be great to have affordable housing throughout the town. Why should it be in only certain
areas? Would you ask where affluent housing should be?
Johnnie Dodds
Land available only in North MTO unfortunately

Located in central of town, near major roads
locations available in old mount pleasant and the newer areas
Long Point Road, 6 Mile, 7 Mile, 10 Mile
Main thorough fares.
Mathis Ferry area, portions west of Coleman Blvd, Longpoint Road and Hwy 17N.
Mathis Ferry, long point, rifle range Center St, etc Close in to Mt P and Chas near work areas
Maybe near the Wando terminal? Somewhere toward Awendaw? Building needs to be where the
infrastructure can support more people. Let's look at the buildings going up by Rifle Range and Ben
Sawyer. Let's think about t he traffic caused by beach-goers in the warmer months, and buses during
to-and-from school hours. I can't even imagine being able to drive down that part of Mt Pleasant
without wait times. Coleman Blvd has become congested and before more homes are built, whether
they be affordable, or not, the roads need to be addressed.
Middle of Mount Pleasant, off of Highway-17. Perhaps around the IOP connector.
missed this oportunity
Mixed in with all types of housing
Mixed in with higher quality neighborhoods.
Mixed into every neghborhood.
Mount Pleasant should consider working with Awendaw as the area not far from Wando High would
still be in close proximity to the middle of town. The Cane Bay community and Nexton Community is
a great model to follow. It offers options for every income bracket.
My pleasant is growing too fast already. We don't need this too.
N Hwy 17
N/A
N/A
n/a
N/A
NA
Near areas of high employment (hospitals, schools, business districts)
Near bridge
Near bus routes, by the bridge or near shopping centers/businesses
Near bus stops for access to employment
Near businesses
Near Coleman Blvd. or off of Long Point Road
near downtown
Near either of the high schools
Near elementary schools with lower population, so not to overcrowd the schools in North Mount
Pleasant.
Near interstates
Near iop connector. Maybe 6 mile road
Near low wage job centers, like retail centers.
near major roads and shopping areas
Near major transportation access.

Near places of employment and public transportation- primarily south of IOP Connector. Not past
Wando HS.
near public transit
Near public transportation
Near Ravenel and Hwy17/I526 junction
Near schools
Near schools and all new developments.
near schools and shopping centers
Near Schools and Transportation Hubs
Near schools because as a teacher in South Carolina I do not make a lot of money but I teach in
Mount Pleasant therefore want to live here.
Near sources of transportation routes
Near the center of the community.
Near the CVS near Highway 41
Near the highest concentration of work centers. Town Center especially.
Near the intersections of 526 and 17, and also near the Ravenel Bridge. Many young professionals,
like myself, have jobs in more than one place in the Charleston area. For this reason, access to major
roadways is incredibly helpful for us and could cut down on the local traffic that families who travel
less distance face on a daily basis.
near the Ravenel bridge
Near the schools or hospitals. I feel like the affordable housing would help nurses and teachers most.
This way the housing would be close to where they work as well.
near the schools, evenly dispersed, don't label
Near the schools.
Near the Walmart in North Mount Pleasant but PLEASE NO LAND CLEARING! Take down that
pharmaceutical building and build apartments there.
Near Towne Centre. Close to everything and right in the middle of it all- close to public transportation
and near the schools.
Near urban corridors
Near workplaces and immediate environs
New developments.
New neighborhoods in development up 17. Not in existing neighborhoods.
New Wando and Awendaw
No comment - to be facetious, right along the beach
No idea
No idea ~ that is the million dollar question!
No location- there are few jobs in MP
No one wants to get less out of their land than it is worth, and no one wants ripped off with "public
domain" theft. Spread out the housing if needed. NOT "UP" in height and NOT higher density
housing!!!
No opinion
NO PLACE MAKES SENSE
No place. If there's a speck of land, Mt P is allowing jammed in apartments & condos. It's beyond
ridiculous!
No where

No where
no where
No where
No where
No where
No where within the current town limits.
No Where!
No where!
No where.
NO WHERE.
No where.
No where. There is already too much development. My husband and I are absolutely SICK of traffic.
Every week there seems to be another multi housing project popping up. We are both from Mt.
Pleasant and see the town as killing the goose who laid the golden egg. And re question 14...FOR
GOD'S SAKE...none.. I repeat none...I have no faith in the current governing body of Mt. Pleasant.
none
None
None
None
North
North 17.
North area, but it would be nice to find some central locations as well. Maybe off Rifle Range/Six Mile
area and/or Snowden even though it's not officially part of the town (annexation?)
north end of 17, closer to Awendaw
North end of town is neighborhoods just coming on-line
North Mount Pleasant
North Mount Pleasant
North Mount Pleasant
North Mount Pleasant
North Mount Pleasant
North Mount Pleasant
North Mount Pleasant, towards Park West and Wando. If you develop past Wando, it will not be costeffective, and fewer people will be interested in the properties.
North Mount Pleasant; Near the connector and north of the connector
North MP
North Mt Pleasant
north mt pleasant and hwy 17
North Mt pleasant area, without increasing or jeprodizing the historic areas of the community.
Increased density is not the solution.
North Mt Pleasant towards awendaw
North Mt Pleasant, Venning Road, Rifle Range Road, Mathis Ferry Road (near Remley Point)
North Mt Pleasant. Possibly off rifle range.

north mt. p
North Mt. P
North Mt. Pleasant
North Mt. Pleasant
North Mt. Pleasant
North Mt. Pleasant
North Mt. Pleasant
North Mt. Pleasant, Hamlin Rd, Six Mile, Whitehall Terrace
North Mt. Pleasant...out near Wando. Too crowded in 29464.
North of 41
North of IOP Connector
North of IOP connector
North of Mt. Pleasant
North of the city.
North of town
North of Wando High School
North part of town.
Northern end
Northern Mount Pleasant where there is more space to build
northern part of Mt Plst
Northern part of Mt. Pleasant
Northernmost Mount Pleasant. Low risk of flood, open for development.
Not a government responsibility
NOT BY ALLOWING SUBDIVISION OF LOTS
Not feasible in this market unless subsidized.
Not near Wando High where there is already too much development and crazy traffic issues.
Not really sure
not sure
not sure
Not sure
not sure
Not sure
Not sure
Not sure of that one.
not sure where land is available
Not sure, lots are going for millions of dollars, and neighborhoods are popping up in those lots that
have houses going for $400,000+
Not sure, maybe near areas to minimize traffic impact.
Not sure.
Not sure.
Not sure.
Not sure.

Not sure. Everything already feels so overdeveloped. Our roads are over crowded. Our schools are
over crowded. More housing without infrastructure I can't get behind.
Not sure. Mt. Pleasant is being over developed by extremely high housing costs.
Not sure. Not much room as it is...past Wando on 17?
Not sure...anywhere really.
Nowhere
Nowhere
Nowhere
nowhere
nowhere left to build
Nowhere.
obviously, land costs must be reasonable. It would desirably be near bus line and grocery store.
Off Clementa Ferry
Off of Rifle Range, Bowman Road, possibly north of Park West on 17
Offered in apartment or townhouses all around MTP
Old Mount Pleasant
Old Village
older apt communities, let established neighborhoods like Brookgreen stay established instead of tear
down and build
Older neighborhoods that could use the rehab of the buildings. Not New Housing.
On 41
On 41
On both ends of town. You need teachers, police, and fireman integrated into our communities
instead of driving in to work from Goose Creek each day.
On the far side of the IOP connector.
Only existing, unrenovated, older apartments, which for the time being still are dispersed throughout
the town. Additonal density for this purpose is NOT the answer. It will continue to increase traffic and
add to the growing problems here.
Out HWY 17 where there is more land
Outer perimeter of town
Outer, Outer Mt. Pleasant - if anywhere.
Park West
park west
park west area
Park West/Awendaw
Places designated high density. High density must be supported by infrastructure. Obviously can not
be water front.
Places like condos and housing which are subsidized where they would live where no difference is
known, like in like Northside Spartanburg
Places with access to public transportation and pedestrian walkways

Please stop tearing down the trees. Maybe we should use some of the empty strip malls -- tear them
down and build there, plant trees instead of destroy more of our nature. It is becoming an epidemic
of grand proportions out by Park West and Carolina Park. Please stop!
pockets through out the town
Presently, it looks as if ALL new subdivisions are all over 400,000., therefore making it impossible for
younger families and fixed income families the ability to purchase a home
Probably N Mount Pleasant as so much is developed in most other areas.
Probably whatever is closest to public transportation and major intrastate thoroughfares.
Unfortunately, MP doesn't have any affordable land for affordable housing to be built.
Reasonable driving to schools since teachers are often looking for houses they can afford
Right in the middle of gated communities, let them know how the bottom tier lives.
Right next to I'On.
Rural areas
Scattered around public transportation
Scattered sites, so as to avoid possible onus of community negative views.
Scattered throughout
Scattered throughout
See # 14
Should be able to live where ever you want.
should be available everywhere in Mt P
Should be offered in all locations of Mt Pleasant along Rt 17
Should not be concentrated. That doesn't work well as has been proven all across the country,
Small clusters interspersed in various neighborhoods.
Small interest groups - or not at all.
Small parcels near major developments
Some in every area, north Mt.P , central, and closer to bridges
Some part of the Old Village, Remley's Point, Rifle Range Road,Greenhill, and Old Georgetown Road.
Someplace with no major traffic issues and where people can feel safe.
somewhere near the middle? All the new developments should be required to have some affordable
housing section.
Somewhere that transportation would not be an issue. On a bus route or within walking or biking
distance to major jobs requiring lower income workers. Interior Mount Pleasant. But really there
should be a mix of affordable housing options built into every community. Especially newly built
communities
South mount pleasant where home prices are higher.

South Mount Pleasant, such as near Bowman Rd and Coleman Blvd I did NOT like the recent
proposal to add 400 units to Cambridge Square within Park West. Traffic in Park West during the
school year is already horrible. On a related note, if there were a bus that ran from Park West to
Daniel Island, I'd probably take it, assuming the hours were reasonable. I'd love to be able to read my
Kindle and let someone else fight the traffic on my behalf, instead of me sitting in traffic on HWY 4
and Clemment's Ferry all the time. As far as I can tell though, there are no public transportation
routes connecting Daniel Island to the other Charleston area suburbs.
South Mt. P
South Mt. Pleasant and North Mt. Pleasant
Spread out
Spread out in several neighborhoods all across the town.
Sprinkled all through out the town. Near schools, parks, grocery stores
Sprinkled throughout

Start with the apartment complexes that are existing, the rates for a one bedroom can be $1800 and
more are outrageous and there should be options for affordability in each complex. Not just one of
two but many. one of the reasons starting with current complexes is that when you're working just to
make rent, you don't have the funds to spend on the outside duties it takes to take care of a home whether you rent or own. With complexes and townhome communities, the residents still have areas
to walk and play but less stress to worry about cutting the grass, etc. As for location, there should not
be just one area for affordable housing, it should be mixed in all areas.
Subdivisions throughout Mt. Pleasant.
That's a good question. Most of the land has already been bought up by big developers
The Boulevard Apartments, The Tides, and the Renassaince
The empty spaces off long point road across from bell hall shopping center, field next to the baseball
area on whipple, ....
The entire city
The new construction being shoved into all parts of Mt. Pleasant should include affordable rentals for
seniors, young families and people trying to get on their feet.
The Northern most End of Mt. Pleasant or where the most space is available.
The Rifle Range road corridor.
THE SECTION CLOSEST TO CHARLESTON BECAUSE PEOPLE WHO HAVE AGED OR WITH DISABILITIES
NEED TO BE ABLE TO HAVE AFFORDABLE TRANSPORTATION AS MANY CAN NO LONGER DRIVE
The whole damn town
There are a lot of teachers that are 30+ who have to have multiple roommates to afford living near
the school they teach at. This is crazy! We can't afford it. Yes, we get raises every year, but it doesn't
take into account cost of living which goes up every year. Thus, we are essentially making the same
pay every year. I have to commute 45 minutes to work every morning and evening.
There are many pockets of area on Mt plsnt that affordable housing would work, not just in one area

There is not a good area in mount pleasant as development has already increased beyond the density
that was once desired by locals.
There should be affordable housing in EVERY community, and it should not all fall on apartment
living.
there's no room and we have more people than we need already living in Mt. P
They should be spread throughout all of Mt.Pleasant-the older areas (which already of some of this
housing) and the new areas and developments -not just certain areas. It is all about "not in my
neighborhood" in Mt. Pleasant.Money talks to the committees and politicians in Mt. P!
This question is a joke, no? All available land is being eaten up and clear cut by large projects.
This should be built where a grocery store, a pharmacy and green space (or some type of recreation)
are within walking distance.
Throughout Mount Pleasant.
Throughout Mt Pleasant
Throughout the town
Throughout the town.
Thru out the town. One area of affordable housing sets a dangerous precedent. Not to mention
possibly excluding mass transit or walking biking options.
Ton of land out towards North Mt. Pleasant, six-mile area, Clements Ferry, Long Point...
Towards Awendaw
Towards Awendaw
Towards McClelanville.
Towards park west/Awendaw. But also, somewhere closer towards downtown would be ideal...
Towards the end of Mt pleasant, before Awendaw
Town center
Town Center area down to Carolina Park. It's further away from downtown but the prices are too high
and would force me to move to a different state.
Town Center area, Park West
Town center, towards Awendaw and along bus routes
Towne Centre
U
unknown
until the infrastructure- roads, schools, etc. catch up to current resident needs, I don't think you
should be allowing ANY further building, affordable or otherwise
Up 17
Upgrade the mass transit system. Because the only place it could be is out on the edges of the town
borders.
Various locations.
Wando Lakes community venting road or Mathis ferry areas
Wando Park or Carolina Park

When you have homes selling at over $400.00 per square foot in just Old Mount Pleasant, not the Old
Village I would suggest it is not going to happen in the Coleman corridor. I will react to the following
question here. We cannot recreate the opportunity we had with the Boulevard and the absolute
monster of a thing we allowed at the BiLo that I understand is zero affordable. Our Town Council for
years has blindly let development rule with no regard to this issue. This effort by Mayor Page,
Councilmen Carrier, Smith, and Gawyrich is disingenuous at best. How do you suggest we devalue
property enough to pull it off.
Where ever they would have access to public transportation as they may not have cars available.
Where ever you can find land I guess! It seems right now if you see 3 trees together they are being
chopped down to build either more houses or condos. The clearing of land in Park West right now is
sickening!!!!!
Where the old JBE/Wando High School was located. I graduated from Wando in 99.
Where there is feasible land.
Where they built those monstrosities of apartment buildings on coleman blvd.
Where transportation does not burden the infrastructure. So, they should be near bus stops and
sprinkled around the community, not condensed in one spot and isolated.
Wherever an owner chooses to build something in that price range. ( For example, my friend works
on Sullivan's Island - should Sullivan's build affordable apartments ? I don't see that happening. ) Or
same with Kiawah, if you work out at Kiawah, should Kiawah now build affordable housing??? Is
that in the works? Or I would love to live downtown !! Could I ask that affordable housing be built
South of Broad? I only see this push in Mount Pleasant. Not IOP, not Sullivan's, not Kiawah, not
Seabrook........ Why is Mt Pleasant being singled out??
wherever possible
Wherever possible.
Wherever the most people are located that are in need of better housing
Wherever the rich people will let you do it.
Wherever there is already something built OR where businesses (retail or other) have closed and left
empty spaces .
Wherever there is land available. I feel like affordable housing should be mixed in with other types of
housing and not separated.
Wherever there is space
Wherever there is still open space.
Wife open, safe area
With all of the developing areas I would like to see more down towards Hwy 41 or the North area of
Mt. Pleasant.
Within a 10 minute drive of the center of Mount Pleasant
Yes!

You should not put affordable housing in areas where the schools are overcrowded. Affordable
housing should be put in places where the schools have space. Do not put afforable housing near
Jennie Moore Elementary, Pinckney Elementary, Laurel Hill Primary, Cario Middle or Laing Middle.
Affordable housing should be placed where schools have room.

APPENDIX D - BUSINESS SURVEY RESULTS

1. Mount Pleasant Affordable Housing Survey
(Businesses)
What zip code is your permanent residence located in?
Response
Count

Answer Options

27

answered question
skipped question

27
0

2. Mount Pleasant Affordable Housing Survey (Businesses)
What is your occupation?
Answer Options
Management Occupations
Business and Financial Operations Occupations
Computer and Mathematical Occupations
Architecture and Engineering Occupations
Life, Physical and Social Science Occupations
Community and Social Service Occupations
Legal Occupations
Education, Training and Library Occupations
Arts, Design, Entertainment, Sports, and Media
Occupations
Healthcare Practitioners and Technical Occupations
Healthcare Support Occupations
Protective Service Occupations
Food Preparations and Serving Related
Occupations
Building and Grounds Clearing and Maintenance
Occupations
Personal Care and Service Occupations
Sales and Related Occupations
Office and Administrative Support Occupations
Farming, Fishing, and Forestry Occupations
Construction and Extraction Occupations
Installation, Maintenance and Repair Occupations
Productions Occupations
Transportation and Materials Moving Occupations

Response
Percent

Response
Count

18.5%
7.4%
3.7%
0.0%
3.7%
3.7%
7.4%
0.0%

5
2
1
0
1
1
2
0

3.7%

1

7.4%
0.0%
0.0%

2
0
0

7.4%

2

3.7%

1

0.0%
25.9%
7.4%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

0
7
2
0
0
0
0
0

answered question
skipped question

27
0

3. Mount Pleasant Affordable Housing Survey (Businesses)
If currently employed, is your place of employment located in Mount Pleasant?
Answer Options
Yes
No

Response
Percent

Response
Count

74.1%
25.9%

20
7

answered question
skipped question

27
0

4. Mount Pleasant Affordable Housing Survey (Businesses)
What is your age group?
Answer Options
18 - 25
26-35
36-45
46 - 65
65+

Response
Percent

Response
Count

7.4%
18.5%
14.8%
59.3%
0.0%

2
5
4
16
0

answered question
skipped question

27
0

5. Mount Pleasant Affordable Housing Survey (Businesses)
What is your current marital status?
Answer Options
Single
Married

Response
Percent

Response
Count

14.8%
85.2%

4
23

answered question
skipped question

27
0

6. Mount Pleasant Affordable Housing Survey (Businesses)
Do you have children?
Answer Options
Yes
No

Response
Percent

Response
Count

81.5%
18.5%

22
5

answered question
skipped question

27
0

7. Mount Pleasant Affordable Housing Survey (Businesses)
If yes, what are their ages? (Check all that apply)
Answer Options
Under 5 years
5 – 10 years
11 – 15 years
16 and over

Response
Percent

Response
Count

22.7%
22.7%
31.8%
54.5%

5
5
7
12

answered question
skipped question

22
5

8. Mount Pleasant Affordable Housing Survey (Businesses)
What is your estimated combined household income?
Answer Options
Less than $30,000
$30,000 - $39,999
$40,000 - $49,999
$50,000 - $59,000
$60,000 - $69,999
$70,000 - $79,000
$80,000 - $89,999
$90,000 - $99,000
$100,000 and Over

Response
Percent

Response
Count

8.0%
4.0%
8.0%
4.0%
4.0%
4.0%
12.0%
8.0%
48.0%

2
1
2
1
1
1
3
2
12

answered question
skipped question

9. Mount Pleasant Affordable Housing Survey
(Businesses) (See individual responses at end)
What does the term “affordable housing” mean to you?
Response
Count

Answer Options

16

answered question
skipped question

16
11

25
2

10. Mount Pleasant Affordable Housing Survey
(Businesses) (See individual responses at end)
If you purchased a home in Mount Pleasant today, what sales price
would you consider affordable?
Response
Count

Answer Options

17

answered question
skipped question

17
10

11. Mount Pleasant Affordable Housing Survey
(Businesses) (See individual responses at end)
If you were renting a home or apartment in Mount Pleasant today,
what monthly rent would you consider affordable?
Response
Count

Answer Options

16

answered question
skipped question

16
11

12. Mount Pleasant Affordable Housing Survey (Businesses) (For
answer to the question Why see end)
Do you think the Town of Mount Pleasant government should be involved in
facilitating affordable or workforce housing?
Answer Options
Yes
No
Why?

Response
Percent

Response
Count

61.1%
38.9%

11
7
14

answered question
skipped question

13. Mount Pleasant Affordable Housing Survey
(Businesses) (See individual responses at end)
Where in Mount Pleasant do you think offering affordable or
workforce housing makes the most sense?
Response
Count

Answer Options

16

answered question
skipped question

16
11

18
9

14. Mount Pleasant Affordable Housing Survey (Businesses)
Which of the following would you be willing to support in order to address the housing
affordability issue? (Check all that apply)
Answer Options
Requirement for new developments to have
affordable housing units
A public bond referendum
Higher property taxes
Higher sales tax
More density in development
None of the above

Response
Percent

Response
Count

66.7%

12

22.2%
11.1%
0.0%
16.7%
33.3%

4
2
0
3
6

answered question
skipped question

18
9

15. Mount Pleasant Affordable Housing Survey
(Businesses) (See individual responses at end)
What kind of business do you own or operate?
Response
Count

Answer Options

16

answered question
skipped question

16
11

16. Mount Pleasant Affordable Housing Survey (Businesses)
(See individual responses at end)
Is finding affordable housing a problem for you or your employees?
Answer Options
Yes
No
If yes, to what issues would you attribute this problem?

Response
Percent

Response
Count

64.7%
35.3%

11
6
10

answered question
skipped question

17
10

